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STATEMENT
This is the initial version of the Interim Rapid Response Implementation Plan for round goby. NYPA and
DEC expect that this interim plan will be updated periodically as more information on the distribution of
round goby becomes available and as additional control methods are identified and developed. This plan
does not commit NYPA or DEC to authorizing any individual control measure described in this plan, and
NYPA and DEC expect those measures to be further evaluated based on continuing studies and other
information gathering. Prior to undertaking any of the recommended actions described in this plan, NYPA
and DEC will comply with applicable laws, regulations and permitting requirements. To the extent that
some of these recommendations are already within the scope of routine management and operations of
the Canal System, that decision-making will continue to be exercised by the NYPA and its subsidiary, the
New York State Canal Corporation.
This plan addresses the criticality of the round goby’s movement through the Canal System into
waterbodies, or portions thereof, that it has not otherwise reached based on validated data. The
recommended actions in this plan are aimed to guide decision-making for possible emergency actions that
would be immediately necessary on a limited and temporary basis for the protection of natural resources
from an invasive species, and as such would be performed to cause the least change or disturbance,
practicable under the circumstances, to the environment. When these actions are taken on a discretionary
or long-term basis, such actions would be potentially subject to future environmental review in accordance
with New York State’s Environmental Quality Review Act and its regulations.
This plan is in contemplation of the continued collection of information and conducting concurrent
environmental, engineering, economic, feasibility and other studies, that will support identification and
development of proposals for action to provide long-term control measures.
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1.0 RAPID RESPONSE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN SUMMARY
This Interim Round Goby Rapid Response Plan (Plan) is designed to operate in conjunction with Aquatic
Invasive Species (AIS) plans implemented by other federal/state agencies, adjoining states, countries,
international commissions (e.g., International Joint Commission), resource managers, nongovernmental
organizations, industry, and stakeholders. The Plan describes interim measure that would be
implemented to mitigate the spread of round goby in the Champlain Canal until a long-term solution is
identified. This Plan will be updated in the future as necessary as additional information on the
distribution of round goby within the region becomes available and as additional control methods are
developed.
Currently, round goby (Neogobius melanostomus) has not been observed in Lake Champlain or in the
Hudson River above Lock C1, which is located immediately north of Waterford, New York. The goal of
the Plan is to prevent the migration and establishment of round goby into the New York State Champlain
Canal system, which is linked to Lake Champlain, and thus avoid the potential ecological and economic
impacts that may result from such introductions.
The Plan identifies a strategy that involves a combination of prevention, early detection, and rapid
response actions which will be implemented in an adaptive manner. Prevention focuses on public
education and outreach to achieve human behavior change to reduce opportunities for introduction of
round goby. Early detection involves surveys and monitoring to detect the presence and migration of
round goby in the Champlain Canal system. Rapid response efforts include measures that can be
implemented quickly to contain round goby in a portion of the Champlain Canal system when detected
and prevent further spread of the species in the system. This strategy is based on the experience of
subject matter experts involved in AIS at local, state, and regional levels.
The Plan focuses on the Champlain Canal as a specific pathway for round goby migration. Given this
focus, the Plan considers round goby mobility in relation to the following:
1) The species ability to traverse locks.
2) Operational changes that could prevent round goby migration.
3) Measures to avoid assisted dispersal via watercraft and through bait buckets.
In alignment with existing AIS rapid response plans issued by other organizations, initiatives will
minimize restrictions on water use, public access, parks, and other facilities whenever possible.
An initial Trigger Action Response Plan (TARP) is provided in Table 1 below. The response actions
specified in the TARP were developed to deter migration of round goby via the Champlain Canal system
into Lake Champlain. Therefore, in the event that round goby are detected in Lake Champlain, which
could result from other migration vectors such as transfer via bait buckets, the value of and need for
these response actions will be re-evaluated. For example, due to the significant impacts associated with
lock closure, lock closure included under the Level 4 response will be re-evaluated as a recommended
trigger if round goby are detected Lake Champlain. Evaluation will include considerations of abundance,
location, and economic impacts.
Actions in the TARP have been selected based on best available information and current understanding
of the round goby invasion front. Detailed descriptions of the various potential deterrents are provided
in Appendix A. The TARP was developed taking into consideration the potential effectiveness and
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implementation risks of each potential response action, as detailed in Appendix B, and summarized in
Section 9. This Plan provides recommended actions and is based on adaptive management strategies.
Further refinements, updates, and changes are expected as additional monitoring and scientific
information become available 1.
The response actions listed in Table 1 are considered temporary measures. Following implementation,
the need for continued implementation would be evaluated considering:
•
•
•
•

Additional evaluation regarding whether implementing additional or alternative deterrents that
may take longer to implement would allow modification of the response
Results from ongoing monitoring regarding round goby dispersion rates
Whether round goby is detected within Lake Champlain
Additional evaluation regarding the potential negative impacts of the response actions versus
the potential negative impacts of round goby migration into Lake Champlain

This Plan may be expanded in the future to include additional AIS or other canal segments, including the Erie,
Oswego and Cayuga-Seneca canals.

1
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Table 1. Trigger Action Response Plan
Condition

Normal
State

• Round goby has
not been
detected
upstream of
Lock C1

Trigger Action Rapid Response 2

Normal
State
Response

• Implement scheduled lockages for recreational
vessels at Locks C1 and C2, resulting in maximum of
5/day northbound and 5/day southbound for
recreational vessels
• As-needed lockages for commercial and maintenance
vessels, average of 1 to 2 lockages/day in each
direction typical based on historical data
• Implement double flushing at Locks C1 and C2

3

• Implement scheduled lockages for recreational
vessels at Locks C2 and C3 resulting in maximum of
4/day northbound and 4/day southbound lockages
for recreational vessels
Level 1
Trigger

2
3

• Round goby
detected
between Locks
C1 and C2

Level 1
Response

• As-needed lockages for commercial and maintenance
vessels, average of 1 to 2 lockages/day in each
direction typical based on historical data

Communication & Long-Term Actions
• Monitoring for round goby within
Champlain Canal system to track
advancement
• Continued coordination with partner
agencies
• Community education and outreach
• Additional boat launch stewards
• Evaluation, planning and development of
medium and long lead-time deterrents
• Inform public & stakeholders of restrictions
on operations
• Monitoring for round goby within
Champlain Canal system to track
advancement
• Continued coordination with partner
agencies
• Community education and outreach
• Additional boat launch stewards

• Implement double flushing of Locks C2 and C3

• Evaluation, planning and development of
medium and long lead-time deterrents

• Based on determination of established population,
discontinue double flushing and scheduled lockages
at Lock C1

• Inform public & stakeholders of restrictions
on operations
• Conduct weekly status calls with partner
agencies

See Appendix A for detailed explanation of different response actions
The effectiveness of double flushing will be further evaluated; see Appendix C for a description of the double flushing procedure
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Condition

Level 2
Trigger

• Round goby
detected
between Locks
C2 and C4

Trigger Action Rapid Response 2
• Implement moderate restrictions on vessel traffic
consisting of:

Level 2
Response

o

Maximum of 3/day northbound and 3/day
southbound for recreational vessels at the next
two locks upstream of last known area of
detection

o

As-needed lockages for commercial and
maintenance vessels, average of 1 to 2
lockages/day in each direction typical based on
historical data

• Implement double flushing at next two locks
upstream of last known area of detection
• Accelerate evaluation and implementation of
additional deterrents at lock(s) upstream of last
known area of detection
• Based on determination of established population,
discontinue double flushing and scheduled lockages
downstream of last known area of detection

Communication & Long-Term Actions

• Monitoring for round goby within
Champlain Canal system to track
advancement
• Continued coordination with partner
agencies
• Community education and outreach
• Additional boat launch stewards
• Evaluation, planning and development of
medium and long lead-time deterrents
• Conduct weekly status calls with partner
agencies
• Inform public & stakeholders of restrictions
on operations
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Conditions

Level 3
Trigger

• Round goby
detected
between Locks
C4 and C5

Trigger Action Rapid Response
Communication & Long-Term Actions
• Implement dramatic restrictions on vessel lockages at
Locks C5 and C6 consisting of:
• Monitoring for round goby within
Champlain Canal system to track
o Maximum of 2/day northbound and 2/day
advancement
southbound for recreational vessels at the next
two locks upstream of last known detection
• Continued coordination with partner
o

Level 3
Response

As-needed lockages for commercial and
maintenance vessels, average of 1 to 2
lockages/day in each direction typical based on
historical data

• Implement double flushing at Locks C5 and C6
• Accelerate evaluation and implementation of
additional deterrents at lock(s) upstream of last
known area of detection
• Based on determination of established population,
discontinue double flushing and scheduled lockages
downstream of last known area of detection

agencies

• Community education and outreach
• Additional boat launch stewards
• Evaluation, planning and development of
medium and long lead-time deterrents
• Conduct weekly status calls with partner
agencies
• Inform public & stakeholders of
restrictions on operations
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Condition

Level 4
Trigger

• Round goby
detected
between Locks
C5 and C8 or
upstream in the
Hudson River
between the
Glens Falls
Feeder Canal
and Great
Sacandaga Lake

Trigger Action Rapid Response 4
• Closure of Locks C8 and C9 for all recreational and
commercial traffic as follows:
o

If round goby is detected between Locks C5 and
C8, close Lock C8 and C9

o

If round goby is detected upstream in the Hudson
River between the Glens Falls Feeder Canal and
Great Sacandaga Lake, close Lock C8 and close or
install alternative deterrent, such as an intake
screen with pump bypass with round goby filter,
at the entrance to the Glens Falls Feeder Canal

o
Level 4
Response

o

Lock closure would not preclude users from
operating above and below the closed lock, no
provision made for lifting boats around locks, but
may be considered long-term
There may be limited specific exceptions, such as
Canal Corp maintenance vessels conducting
necessary operations and maintenance along
canal

• Manage water flow within the Champlain Canal
system to prevent spillage over Lock C9 so that Lock
C9 becomes a second redundant barrier to round
goby passage

Communication & Long-Term Actions

• Monitoring for round goby within
Champlain Canal system to track
advancement
• Continued coordination with partner
agencies
• Community education and outreach
• Additional boat launch stewards
• Evaluation, planning and development of
medium and long lead-time deterrents
• Conduct weekly status calls with partner
agencies
• Inform public & stakeholders of lock
closures

• Continue double flushing and scheduled lockages of
the next two locks upstream of last known area of
detection, but not north of C8
• Based on determination of established population,
discontinue double flushing and scheduled lockages
downstream of last known area of detection

4

See Appendix A for detailed explanation of different response actions
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Condition
Level 4
Response

Trigger Action Rapid Response 4
Level 4
Response

Communication & Long-Term Actions

• Accelerate evaluation and implementation of
additional deterrents at lock(s) upstream of last
known area of detection
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2.0 ROUND GOBY BIOLOGY AND ORIGIN
The round goby is a small benthic fish native to the Black Sea in Central
Eurasia. It has been introduced to many regions of the world, including
North America. Adult round gobies can grow up to seven inches in length,
and are generalist benthic predators that consume invertebrates, small
fish, fish larvae and fish eggs. They also prey on invasive dreissenid
mussels (zebra and quagga mussels). Adults are prolific spawners,
spawning every three to four weeks through the spring and summer
months (Kornis et al. 2012).
Once established, round gobies interact with other species directly
though predation and indirectly through competition, altering faunal community dynamics, and altering
water quality (George et al. 2021, Janssen and Jude 2001, Kornis et al. 2012, Lauer et al. 2004).
Additionally, round gobies can harbor and transfer disease to higher trophic levels (Getchell et al. 2019).

3.0 ROUND GOBY INTRODUCTION AND MOVEMENT IN NEW YORK STATE
In North America, the round goby was first introduced to the Laurentian Great Lakes through ballast
water (Kornis et al. 2012). Additionally, introductions are likely to have occurred due to bait bucket
transfer and/or by recreational boaters (Gutowsky and Fox 2011, Brownscombe et al. 2012, Johansson
et al. 2018, Bussmann et al. 2022). The round goby was initially discovered in 1990 in the St. Clair River,
which connects Lake Huron and Lake Erie. By 1995, round goby had spread to all five great lakes (George
et al. 2021). In July 2021, the round goby was captured in the Hudson River south of the Troy Federal
Lock and Dam; continued downstream expansion into the entire tidal length of the Hudson River is
inevitable. There is heightened concern over the potential spread of the invasive fish upstream through
the Champlain Canal into Lake Champlain. Through June of 2022, the furthest detected upstream
migration of round goby is immediately below Lock 1, which is immediately upstream of the Mohawk
River confluence in Waterford.
In addition to the round goby being present throughout the Great Lakes and Erie Canal/connected
waterbodies, round goby is present along the Saint Lawrence River between Lake Ontario and Quebec.
the Richelieu River and the Chambly Canal/lock system connect the Saint Lawrence river to Lake
Champlain and the Quebec Ministry of Forestry, Wildlife and Parks conduct surveys annually to monitor
for certain fish species, including the round goby.

3.1 Potential Impacts of Round Goby
The impacts of round goby to aquatic systems in New York State has varied over time and location with
both negative and positive population level responses from different fish species, disruption of historic
predator/prey relationships and ecosystem-scale impacts. Once introduced, round goby can rapidly
establish robust populations that alter the fish and invertebrate communities. For example, in Oneida
Lake in New York State round goby became the dominant benthic fish species while the native darter
and sculpin populations declined within two years of its introduction. Conversely, round gobies provide
a food source for predatory game species in the lake, though they also prey on game species’ eggs.
round goby prefer invasive mussels as a food source, including zebra and quagga mussels, which could
potentially reduce populations of these invaders. These varied observations of round goby impacts are
consistent with patterns seen in other invaded waterbodies (Hirsch et al. 2016). As with many invasive
species, the long-term effects of their introduction are not yet fully understood.
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Lake Champlain, the sixth largest freshwater lake in North America, attracts tens of thousands of tourists
each year, and its fisheries catalyze spending throughout the Lake Champlain Basin and upstate New
York region. The introduction of the round goby could disrupt angling, which could have a significant
economic impact. Total spending by anglers on Lake Champlain exceeds $205 million annually (Decerega
et al. 2016). Over 150 aquatic invasive species have already invaded New York waterways resulting in an
estimated $500 million in economic losses annually (NYSDEC 2015).

3.2 Round Goby Dispersal
4) Round gobies have three different mechanisms for dispersal (Table 2):
• Active dispersal via swimming
• Passive dispersal via downstream flow
• Assisted dispersal as stowaways or hitchhikers in a small pocket of water.
The following summarizes the current information available regarding vectors that would allow this
species to move within or across waterbodies.
Following its initial introduction, round goby has spread via both active and assisted dispersal through
commercial shipping within invaded ecosystems (Kornis et al. 2012). Individuals are typically sedentary
(Björklund and Almqvist 2010) with limited home ranges [conservatively estimated at 5 m2 by Ray and
Corkum (2001), but may occasionally move long distances. River colonization appears to be driven by a
combination of active dispersal over short distances by many individuals and long-distance active
dispersal by migrant individuals (Bronnenhuber et al. 2011). Tierney et al. (2011) were able to
demonstrate that round gobies were surprisingly good swimmers, despite their benthic adaptations,
utilizing a form of ‘burst-and-hold’ swimming (startle bursts of up to 163 cm/s recorded).
The round goby was introduced to the Great Lakes via freighter ballast. Assisted dispersal of gobiids by
ships, especially cargo vessels, seems to occur regularly (Ahnelt et al. 1998) due to the goby
concealment behavior, in which round goby may occupy openings and depressions on ships hulls. round
gobies have been noted to utilize boat surfaces and vertical walls for feeding, cover, and possibly nesting
habitat, with one survey observing 28 gobies on one boat hull during a 45-minute period (Bussmann and
Burkhardt-Holm 2020). Males can construct nests in ships hulls and be transported together with fertile
eggs for long distances. This behavior, along with their dockside presence, predisposes gobies to be
entrained into ballast tanks. A recent study in Switzerland found evidence of larval round goby in small
watercraft motor cooling systems (Bussmann et al. 2022) indicating that any kind of in-water deterrent
would not counteract stowaways.
Once established in the Great Lakes round goby expansion has continued through waterways, including
the New York State Canal system and Saint Lawrence River, through active dispersal and assisted
dispersal. This is indicated by the calculations of dispersal rates (presented in Section 4) that are
consistent with natural migration; and rates that are higher than natural migration suggestive of
assisted dispersal via boat or angler. Two assisted dispersal mechanisms that could explain the rapid
dispersal rate in New York waters are transfer via angler bait buckets and on recreational boats.
Bait bucket transfer occurs when an angler collects a goby from an infested waterbody and releases it
elsewhere. An introduction of this sort alters an invasion’s trajectory from a natural mechanism of
dispersal within connected systems to an anthropogenic mechanism that can occur either within a
connected waterbody or within an entirely different drainage. Bait bucket introductions have been
attributed as the likely source of range expansion beyond the known invasion front of goby in the Trent
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River in Ontario (Brownscombe et al. 2012). Likewise, the round goby presence in Little Lake Butte des
Morts (LLBDM), Fox River, Wisconsin in September 2015 was attributed to anthropogenic introduction
because this incursion occurred during a period when there were five unrestored locks and three miles
of dewatered channel downstream of LLBDM (Fox River Navigational System Authority letter to
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, dated September 24, 2018).
Round goby are not legal to sell as bait in New York or surrounding states, so the transfer of the round
goby through bait buckets would likely depend on anglers capturing their own bait and then bringing
that bait elsewhere. New York regulations also prohibit the use of gobies as bait, which means anglers
are not allowed to harvest them. In addition, New York has regulations in place that limit the personal
use of bait to the same body of water the bait was collected in or within three designated transportation
corridors of that waterbody. The best method of preventing bait bucket transfers would be through
education and outreach to the angling community.
Recreational boating is a potential pathway for the unintentional introduction of round goby into
waterbodies (Bussmann et al. 2022). round goby larvae and adults will hide in and can survive transport
in wetted crevices or compartments of recreational or commercial vessels, which could include openings
in the hull, ballast tanks, live well, bilge, and even motors (e.g., backup motors, jet drive/directional
thrusters, sail boats, etc.).
To prevent the spread of round goby through this pathway, all boaters launching watercraft in New York
must adhere to the AIS Spread Prevention regulation, or 6 NYCRR Part 576, which requires that
"reasonable precautions", such as cleaning, draining and treating, and drying are taken to prevent the
spread of AIS prior to placing watercraft or floating docks into public waterbodies. Many New York
counties, towns, and villages also have laws in place that prohibit the transport of aquatic invasive
species on boats, trailers, and equipment. These statewide regulations apply to both private and public
launches on public waterbodies within the state. Watercraft are defined as any motorized or nonmotorized boats, vessels, or vehicles capable of being used for recreation or transportation on water.
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) administers several education
and outreach programs designed to mitigate human-assisted spread of AIS including its Watercraft
Inspection Steward Program (WISP), which is active at greater than 250 boat launches across New York
State.
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Table 2. Evaluation of Dispersal Mechanisms and Relative Risk of Establishment
Vector

Life Stage

Establishment Risk
Severity

Probability

Active DispersalSwimming/Crawling

Adult

High – movement is slow, but gravid female
has several thousand eggs; male needed to
fertilize eggs. In addition, there are migratory
individuals who are seeking new habitat.

High

Passive DispersalDownstream Drift

Larval/
Juvenile

High – if entry point is from Glens Falls Feeder
Canal and dispersal from summit pool
between Locks C8 and C9 is towards
northward-flowing canal above Lock C9.

Moderate

Low – if round goby is present below Lock C7.

Low

Assisted Dispersal On Boat/Barge Hull/
External crevices

Adult

Moderate – gravid female has several
thousand eggs; male also needed to fertilize
eggs; boat could move well beyond invasion
front. Males have been documented nesting
in boat hull crevices and a nest can have up to
10,000 eggs.

Moderate

Assisted Dispersal In Boat Interior
Spaces

Adult/
Juvenile/
Larval

Moderate – gravid female has several
thousand eggs; male needed to fertilize eggs;
boat could move well beyond invasion front.

Moderate

Assisted Dispersal- Bait
Bucket Transport

Adult/
Juvenile/
Larval

Moderate – gravid female has several
thousand eggs; male needed to fertilize eggs;
transport could be well beyond invasion
front.

Low

4.0 RISK OF UPSTREAM DISPERSAL THROUGH THE CHAMPLAIN CANAL
4.1 Overview
The primary purpose of the Plan is to prevent the round goby from moving into and through the
Champlain Canal system into Lake Champlain. Round goby have been detected immediately
downstream of Lock C1. For upstream dispersal to occur, round goby must overcome several limitations
to expansion. In addition to upstream resistance from turbidity and river currents, there are several
natural barriers (falls) along the upper Hudson River between Waterford and Hudson Falls. Through six
canal locks (Locks C1 through C6), the upper Hudson River is bypassed through the Champlain Canal.
Therefore, the Champlain Canal system can allow for the potential of greater round goby movement
northward to the Lake Champlain Basin.
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In total, between the confluence of the Mohawk and Hudson rivers and Lake Champlain, there are 11
locks. Locks C1 through C6 are all within the mainstem of the Hudson River. At Lock C7, the canal
diverges from the Hudson River into what is referred to as the ‘land cut’ portion of the Champlain Canal
(i.e., the portion north of Lock C7). Along the mainstem of the Hudson River there is a gain of
approximately 115 feet of elevation over 35 miles with lock heights ranging between 14.25 feet and 19
feet. Within the land cut between the Hudson River and Lake Champlain, the first two locks (C7 and C8)
raise another combined 21 feet over two miles before reaching the ‘summit pool’ or highest point of
elevation of the canal between Locks C8 and C9. From Lock C9, the canal drops approximately 43.5 feet
over approximately 16 miles before entering Lake Champlain. Dams are also present at several locations
along the Champlain Canal, many of which are co-located with locks, as detailed in Appendix D.
The Plan considers these elevation changes and hydrologic conditions, in combination with data from
other round goby migratory patterns, to establish an escalation strategy to address spread via the
Champlain Canal to Lake Champlain.

4.2 Calculating Dispersal Rates
George et al. (2021) published the results of an investigation of round goby distribution in the section of
the canal system between the eastern end of Oneida Lake and Federal Lock at Troy, New York from
2016 through 2019. based on data collected in this study, the authors concluded that there was minimal
expansion eastward of round goby during the four-year study period. However, the authors did note
that expansion rates could accelerate in sections where the canal and Mohawk River share the same
channel. As referenced in the study, typical upstream expansion rates measured in other systems range
from 0.31 miles per year to 2.48 miles per year. Downstream expansion rates may be as high as
15.5 miles per year.
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In 2021, sampling in the Mohawk River/Erie Canal between Oneida Lake and Troy revealed numerous
detections of round goby as far east as Troy, New York. These detections marked an extraordinary
expansion of round goby. Assuming expansion occurred through the Mohawk River/Erie Canal, the rate
of expansion would greatly exceed both the accepted rate of expansion from the monitored invasion
front and rates cited in literature. Maximum downstream dispersal rates are commonly cited at 15.5
miles per year. To reach Troy from Utica, a distance of approximately 60 miles, the expansion rate would
be four times that cited. Although inconclusive, this discrepancy points to assisted dispersal mechanisms
noted above, such as stowaways on or in boats, or transfer via bait buckets.
The Trent-Severn Waterway in Ontario, Canada is a riverine system that was invaded by the round goby
through migration and spawning. In the Trent-Severn Waterway, gobies were first documented in the
Trent River in 2003 and, by 2012, were present approximately 38 miles upstream (an average rate of
about 4 miles per year). In this lock and river system, upstream dispersal occurred at approximately
8 miles per year. However, upstream range expansion in the Trent-Severn Waterway averaged only
1.9 miles per year in the first five years (Brownscombe et al. 2012).
While these rates of dispersal in other locations support estimation of passive dispersal rates for the
Champlain Canal (Table 3), each waterway system is unique. The availability of high-quality habitat,
which includes brackish water conditions, hard substrates, and an abundant food source such as zebra
mussels, has been found to promote expansion rates while low quality habitat has the converse effect
(Brownscombe et al. 2012). Coupled with flow rates, distance, and elevation change, evaluation of the
habitat in the Champlain Canal system, including riverine and manmade segments, could further inform
modeling of possible expansion rates.
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Table 3. Summary of Distance Between Champlain Canal Locks and Estimated Passive Dispersal Time
of round goby.
Canal
Section

Distance
(miles)

Longitudinal
Channel
Slope

Estimated Dispersal
Time (years)

Estimated Dispersal
Rate (miles/year)
Best
Case 5

Worst
Case 6

Best
Case2

Worst
Case3

11.2

2.4

C1 to C7

33.6

Upgradient

3

14

C1 to C2

3.8

Upgradient

3

14

C2 to C3

2.7

Upgradient

3

14

0.9

0.2

C3 to C4

1.9

Upgradient

3

14

0.7

0.1

C4 to C5

14.4

Upgradient

3

14

4.8

1.0

C5 to C6

3.7

Upgradient

3

14

1.2

0.3

C6 to C7

7.1

Upgradient

3

14

2.4

0.5

4.1

Upgradient

3

14

1.4

0.3

2.2
21.5

Upgradient
Downgradient

3
15

14
15

0.7
1.4

0.1
1.4

15

15

2.4

2.4

C7 to
Feeder
Canal Inlet
C7-C8
C8-C12
Great
Sacandaga
Lake to
Feeder
Canal Inlet

35.8

Downgradient

1.3

0.3

Note - Dispersal rates are estimated based on peer review research papers referenced in this document and
historic data. Actual dispersal rates in a riverine environment may differ because of assisted dispersal
mechanisms and will be updated as data become available.

5
6

Based on slow dispersal.
Based on rapid dispersal.
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5.0 ROUND GOBY DISTRIBUTION MONITORING
The Lake Champlain Basin Program (LCBP) has contracted with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to perform trawl and electroshocking surveys and environmental DNA
(eDNA) surveys between 2022 and 2024. Survey work is ongoing above and below locks on the Champlain
Canal and within other potential introduction points to the Champlain Canal. Efforts are underway to
expand sampling locations to encompass other vectors of introduction of the round goby into Lake
Champlain. The Canal Corporation and NYSDEC will sponsor any additional sampling, ensuring a
representative survey and minimizing data gaps. Sampling locations will be adapted as previous results and
findings are considered, and will include but not be limited to:
• At the confluence of the Mohawk and Hudson Rivers
• Downstream of Lock C1
• Upstream of Lock C1
• Downstream of Lock C2
• Upstream of Lock C2
• Between Locks C4 and C5
• Near Fort Edward near Lock C7
• Within the Hudson River, upstream of the Glens Falls Feeder Canal

6.0 CRITICAL POINTS ALONG THE CHAMPLAIN CANAL
Within the Champlain Canal system there are three critical points that will indicate a significant shift in the
distribution of round goby and increase the urgency to act and prevent the northward dispersal towards
Lake Champlain. These are at Locks C2, C7, and C8. The TARP included in Section 1 includes potential
response actions at these critical control points as well as other locks. There are seven dams on the Hudson
River between Waterford and Fort Edward, which are likely to present a significant impediment to the
northward migration of the round goby. Critical control points will be shifted to best prevent further
upstream spread at the invasion front.
Lock C2 is the southernmost control point, representing an early-warning, or sentinel function. The dam at
Lock C1 has a tainter gate-style water control that is opened in the winter, removing the physical barrier to
migration between November and May each year. Because of this design at Lock C1, Lock C2 is the first
true barrier to northward migration of the round goby within the Champlain Canal. If gobies enter the pool
above Lock C2, they will have crossed the first barrier to entry into the canal system, indicating it would be
theoretically able to traverse the pools and locks within the mainstem of the Hudson River. As this lock is
within the Hudson River, it has heavier flow rates than non-riverine sections of the canal, which may
potentially slow the upstream dispersal of round goby.
The second critical point is at Lock C7 where the Champlain Canal leaves the Hudson River. If gobies breach
this barrier, then they will be within a heavily regulated and controlled waterbody with reduced flow rates.
Dispersal within this canal section may be similar to what was seen within the western region of the Erie
Canal (defined by the New York State Canal Corporation as the section between the Niagara River and the
east end of Oneida Lake, specifically the western end of the Sylvan Beach breakwater).
The third critical point is at Lock C8, which represents entrance to the highest elevation pool along the
canal system; this ‘summit pool’ is contained by Locks C8 and C9. Once gobies pass through the Lock C8
barrier, then dispersal northward would be assisted by downstream flow through Lock C9 to Lake
Champlain, which would likely occur more rapidly as observed in the eastern section of the Erie Canal.
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7.0 REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
As discussed in Section 1, the potential response actions that may be implemented are considered
temporary measures. Following implementation, the need for continued implementation would be
evaluated based on multiple factors. How rapidly the different response actions could be implemented
depends on numerous factors, and can generally categorized as short-term, mid-term and long-term, as
discussed below.
In general, actions identified as short-term will be quick to implement with minimal to no regulatory
requirements (i.e., permitting) and will include actions that are minor operational changes or infrastructure
modifications (e.g., scheduled lockages).
Mid-term actions will likely require an increased level of regulatory compliance and documentation. These
actions will generally take longer to plan, document, and implement, and may be subject to State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR) and State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) review. In
particular, the New York State Canal System has been designated a National Historic Landmark. These
actions will consist of operational changes that differ significantly from past practice or result in moderate
modification to qualities contributing to the historic character of a resource.
Long-term actions will also likely require significant permitting requirements or involve significant resource
allocation. These actions will take the longest to plan, document, and implement, and will be subject to
SEQR, SHPO, and federal/state permitting. For example, design and construction of a permanent deterrent
(e.g., electric barrier) would require design, funding, and regulatory approval prior to implementation. In
addition to SEQR and SHPO, depending on the response action, additional potential permits, approvals,
and notifications may include:
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) - Nationwide Permit (NWP), Section 408
• U.S. Coast Guard - Notice to Mariners
• U.S. Department of Transportation, Maritime Administration (MARAD) - unknown (interstate
commerce)
• USFWS - Section 7
• National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration, National Marine Fisheries Services (NMSS) –
Section 7
• Substantive requirements of NYSDEC - Article 15 Protection of Waters, Incidental Take, Section 401
Water Quality Certification, Floating Objects, Article 24 Freshwater Wetlands
• NYS Department of State (NYSDOS) - Coastal Consistency Concurrence
• NYS Office of General Services (NYSOGS) - State-Owned Lands Underwater
• NYS Office of Parks/Special Use Areas - Floating Objects, unknown (land use)
• Adirondack Park Agency (APA) - Freshwater Wetlands, unknown (shoreline restrictions)
• Municipal - Floodplain Development
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8.0 GOBY MITIGATION AND RESPONSE ACTIONS
An initial list of potential mitigation measures and response actions that could reduce the overall risks of
round goby migration in the Champlain Canal system was developed based on opportunities presented
by the critical control points and other locks, round goby ecology and dispersal mechanisms, and
additional factors. Response actions being considered within this plan include a number of proactive
mitigation measures as well response actions that can be implemented at site -specific critical control
points and other locks.
For the purpose of these response actions, “detection” encompasses any sampling method, including
eDNA collection and traditional sampling means. Given the nature of downstream flow of eDNA
collection, any detection is likely to indicate upstream presence.

8.1 General Mitigation Measures
Invasion Front Monitoring – The New York Power Authority and New York State Canal
Corporation (NYPA/Canals) and NYSDEC will coordinate with external agencies and partners to
monitor the invasion front of the round goby in the canal. Monitoring locations will be modified
(i.e., moved upstream) as the invasion front moves. Additional locations upstream of the
invasion front are anticipated to be sampled to confirm round goby have not leapfrogged past
the invasion front monitoring locations.
Monitoring techniques will focus on multiple lines of inquiry, including traditional sampling (e.g.,
electrofishing, bait traps), and eDNA surveys. As discussed in Section 5, LCBP has contracted
with USGS and USFWS to implement round goby surveys between 2022 and 2024.
Education and Outreach – In response to detections of round goby within the Champlain Canal
system, NYPA/Canals and NYSDEC has partnered with external agencies (e.g., LCBP) to develop
consistent stakeholder outreach strategies and material including increased programs to
educate the public about the dangers of transporting and introducing the round goby through
bait buckets, etc. The Canal Corporation will assist with dissemination of material and
information through social media, canal guides/signage, and via distribution at locks or other
canal events. A key focus of education and outreach will be informing the public about spread of
AIS via bait buckets and watercraft. An examples of newly developed outreach material is the
NYSDEC round goby web page found at https://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/125510.html
[dec.ny.gov].
Watercraft Inspection Steward Program – NYPA/Canals and NYSDEC will Partner with existing
boat wash programs to extend/expand coverage areas to include the canal system. This will
include requiring clean/drained/dry boats to be launched from Canal Corporation boat ramps (or
show proof of inspection elsewhere such as Lake George tagging system).
Early Action/Long-lead Planning – NYPA/Canals and NYSDEC will Initiate planning, organization
and preparation needed for rapid deployment of critical control point actions. This includes
planning for engineering, permitting, and procurement needed to stage, pre-deploy, and
implement key actions, including staffing and operation and maintenance planning.
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8.2 Potential Response Actions
Potential response actions include canal operations adjustments as well as barriers and deterrents, as
summarized below and detailed in Appendix A.
Canal Operations Adjustments – Operational adjustments may range from simple to more complex
actions requiring regulatory justification. The following operational adjustments have been identified as
potential actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scheduled lockages
Double flushing
Restrictions on the number of daily lockages
Enhanced dewatering of the land cut
Lock closure
Closure of the Glens Falls Feeder Canal

Barriers and Deterrents – These response actions consist of measures designed to deter migration of
round goby within the Champlain Canal System and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Localized use of piscicide
Temporary benthic (bottom) electric barrier
Air-injection bubble curtain
Deterrent lighting
Partial height bottom barrier with acoustic goby trap
Screened intake/bypass of Glens Falls Feeder Canal

Development of barriers and deterrents such as electric barriers, traps or bubbler systems generally fall
into the mid-term or long-term implementation categories. However, some systems such as temporary
electric barriers may be staged in locations close to where they may be needed for rapid response and
deployment. Piscicide application does not require physical construction of a barrier and therefore could
be implemented more rapidly.
This list represents an initial list of opportunities to limit the expansion of round goby into the
Champlain Canal system and will be revised and refined as additional data become available.
Canal Corporation has initiated an evaluation of long-term barrier technologies for use at Lock C7 and
potentially other locks. In order to be successful, modifications or deployment of barrier technologies at
the Glens Falls Feeder Canal may also be necessary and will also be evaluated.
USACE and LCBP have undertaken a feasibility study for a permanent, all taxa barrier at the summit level
of the Champlain Canal (USACE 2022). Evaluation of that study is outside the scope of this Plan;
however, developments in the planning and design of this barrier will inform future Plan actions.
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9.0 RESPONSE ACTION EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPLEMENTATION RISKS
EVALUATION
The TARP in Section 1 was developed taking into consideration the anticipated effectiveness and
potential implementation risks and impacts associated with each of the potential response actions
discussed in Section 7.2. Response actions were developed to provide the best balance between
urgency of threat based on detection point, effectiveness, and implementation risks.
The effectiveness evaluation considered:
•

Effectiveness of deterring round goby dispersal by boat in the canal system

•

Effectiveness of deterring round goby dispersal by swimming in the canal system

The evaluation of potential implementation risks and impacts considered:
•

Potential public health and safety risks

•

Potential environmental impacts within the canal system

•

Potential financial impacts

•

Potential impacts to canal system users

The detailed evaluation is included as Appendix B. Listed and protected species potentially present
within the Champlain Canal and how they may be impacted by potential response actions were
considered in the evaluation and are detailed in Appendix E. Historical recreational and commercial
vessel usage of the locks and potential impacts to usage of the locks that would result from the potential
response actions were also considered in the evaluation and s detailed in Appendix F.
The goal was to develop TARP response actions that were effective, progressive, and commensurate
with the level of risk presented to migration via the canal system to Lake Champlain, taking into
consideration round goby dispersal rates as discussed in Section 4.2, while minimizing potential
response action implementation risks and impacts. The effectiveness and impacts assessment, as well as
the TARP, will be updated as additional data and new response actions become available.
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APPENDIX A DESCRIPTIONS OF POTENTIAL RESPONSE
ACTIONS

Champlain Canal Potential Round Goby Deterrents
Note, see Supplemental Information following listed deterrents for additional details

Deterrents Evaluated for Locks 7
1. Double Flushing
•

To limit upstream movement of the round goby, the lock will be flushed (or emptied) a second
time once the vessel(s) has entered the lock. The default position will be to keep the lock full.
Specifically, for a northbound vessel approaching a closed lock from downstream:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The lock will be lowered to allow entry.
The vessel will enter the lock and the lower gates will be closed.
The lock will be filled. The upper gates will not be opened.
The lock will be lowered in a controlled manner.
The lock will be filled again and the upper gates will be opened.
The vessel will exit the lock.
The lock will be refilled.

For a southbound vessel approaching the lock (full lock; open doors):
o
o
o
o
o

The vessel will enter the lock and the upper gates will be closed.
The lock will be lowered in a controlled manner.
The lower gates will be opened and the vessel will exit.
The lower gates will be closed and the lock will be filled again.
The lock will be lowered and refilled.

There are two ways that emptying the locks, and thus double emptying or “flushing”, may help prevent
migration of round goby past a lock. First, if generated velocities within the lock exceed the round goby
swim speed, there is a potential to entrain round goby from within the lock and “flush” them through
the drainage pipes. Second, if the generated velocities at the base of the lock exceed the round goby
swim speed, emptying the lock has the potential to push round goby away from the lock prior to
opening the lock doors to allow vessel entry.
Based on preliminary evaluations, the velocity at the base of the lock exceeds the swim speed of the
round goby immediately when the lock begins to drain and persists for approximately two minutes.
Modeling will be developed that will allow detailed evaluation of both potential means of effectiveness.
2. Scheduled Lockages
•
•

Scheduled lockages for northbound and southbound recreational vessels resulting in maximum
of 4 or 5 lockages/day for northbound and 4 or 5 lockages/day for southbound recreational
vessels.
As-needed lockages for commercial and maintenance vessels, average of 1 to 2 lockages/day in
each direction typical based on historical data.

The deterrents have varying levels of effectiveness as detailed in the implementation risk and effectiveness
evaluation tables in Appendix B.
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•
•

5 lockages/day would result in less than 5% reduction in recreational lockages and less than 5%
reduction in total lockages.
4 lockages/day would result in a 5% to 10% reduction in recreational lockages and a 5% to 10%
reduction in total lockages.

3. Moderate Restrictions on Vessel Traffic
•
•
•

Maximum of 3 lockages/day for northbound and 3 lockages/day for southbound recreational
vessels.
As-needed lockages for commercial and maintenance vessels, average of 1 to 2 lockages/day in
each direction typical based on historical data.
This would result in a 15% to 25% reduction in recreational lockages and a 10% to 20% reduction
in total lockages.

4. Dramatic Restrictions on Vessel Traffic
•
•
•

Maximum of 2 lockages/day for northbound and 2 lockages/day for southbound recreational
vessels.
As-needed lockages for commercial and maintenance vessels, average of 1 to 2 lockages/day in
each direction typical based on historical data.
This would result in a 30% to 40% reduction in recreational lockages and a 20% to 30% reduction
in total lockages.

5. Localized Use of Piscicide at Critical Areas
• Apply piscicide (e.g., rotenone or similar) to shallow water areas (less than <10ft) within 50 feet
of Lock openings to euthanize any round goby in the vicinity of Lock gates. No lock use will be
allowed for 2 hours before or after application.
6. Temporary Benthic (bottom) Electric Barrier

•

•

Install a temporary electric barrier along the bottom and sides of a confined section of the
channel, either in the lock approach or within the lock chamber, to create an electric field
that would deter and/or stun round goby as they approach the barrier. Stunned fish would
be flushed downstream and away from the lock by the current.
Close locks and valves at night, operate electric barrier during the day/periods when locks
open.

7. Air-Injection Bubble Curtain

•
•
•

Install air-injection bubble curtain downstream of the lock approach to deflect round goby
movement away from entrance to the lock chamber.
Close locks and valves at night, operate bubble curtain during the day/periods when locks
open.
Could be combined with another behavioral deterrent to increase effectiveness.

8. Deterrent Lighting

•
•

Install underwater light array downstream of the lock approach to deflect round goby
movement away from entrance to the lock chamber.
Close locks and valves at night, operate light array during the day/periods when locks open.
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•

Could be combined with anther behavioral deterrent to increase effectiveness.

9. Partial Height Bottom Barrier with Acoustic Goby Trap

•
•

Install one- to two-foot-high submerged weir attached to the floor of the sill downstream of the
lock; the downstream face of the weir should be vertical or have an adverse slope.
Combine with Acoustic Trap to increase effectiveness.

10. Enhanced Dewatering of Land Cut
•

For the land cut upstream of Lock C6 and between C8-C9, dewater to expose substrate to
freezing conditions over the winter. Dewatering may require installation of pump(s) to limit
accumulation of water from seepage, groundwater or tributary inputs.

11. Community Education/Outreach
•

•

NYPA/Canals and NYSDEC will partner with external agencies (e.g., LCBP) to develop consistent
stakeholder outreach strategies and material including increased programs to educate the
public about the dangers of transporting and introducing the round goby through bait buckets,
etc.
Canal Corporation will assist with dissemination of material and information through social
media, canal guides/signage, and via distribution at locks or other canal events.

12. Lock Closure
•

Closure of lock for all recreational and commercial traffic.

•
•

Lock closure would not preclude users from operating above and below the closed lock
There may be limited specific exceptions, such as Canal Corporation maintenance barges if
needed for critical response action along canal.

Deterrents Evaluated for Glens Falls Feeder Canal (GFFC)
The following deterrents were evaluated specific to the GFFC. The deterrents discussed above are
considered not applicable because there are no locks on the GFFC and/or the deterrents are designed
to prevent upstream movement of the round goby; movement into and through the GFFC would be
downstream.
1.

Intake Screen
•

Install intake screen at Glens Falls Feeder Canal at the confluence with the Hudson River to
prevent round goby larvae and adults from entering canal. Installation of an intake screen may
require installation of screened bypass pump(s) to maintain hydrology to support lock
operations.

2. Glens Falls Feeder Canal Closure
•

Closure and dewatering of GFFC; closure would not preclude trail use.

•

GFFC closure would require reduction in number of lockages at Locks C7, C8 and C9 to no more
than 2 per day in each direction due to the reduction in available water for operation. It is
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assumed that these would be commercial, and no recreational lockages would occur at Locks
C7, C8 and C9.

Supplemental Information
Temporary Benthic (bottom) Electric Barrier
• Electric barriers are commonly used in the upper Midwest U.S. for deterrence of upstream
migration of carp. Electrical barriers utilize in-water electrodes to create an electrical field
in the water column. As a fish enters an electric field in a conductive environment (water),
it becomes part of the circuit with a portion of the current flowing through its body. Multiple
factors, including fish species, fish length, fish orientation to the electric field, swimming
speed, water conductivity, water temperature, water velocity, voltage gradient, current,
and waveform contribute to the negative stimulus that induces a response in the fish. This
response can include avoidance, galvanotaxis, and immobilization (EPRI 2014).
•

Modern electric barriers utilize pulsed DC power. Multiple in-water electrodes create the
electrical field; these electrodes can be deployed vertically (suspended from above the
water or anchored to the bottom) or deployed along the bottom (and sometimes sides) of
the channel. The barrier equipment is typically housed on the bank adjacent to the barrier
and can be operated remotely. Electric barriers with bottom-mounted electrodes can
present little to no reduction of the cross-section area of a river channel and lack structures
that can locally impact boat traffic and be subject to debris fouling. However, full-depth
barriers may be more effective at controlling movement of target fish species. The
temporary electrical barrier would be bottom-mounted.

•

Installations are typically designed and installed to create permanent barriers; however,
Smith-Root, a US-based manufacturer of electric deterrent systems, has a trailer-based
barrier system available for rental and seasonal deployment. The system includes the pulse
generating equipment and ability for remote operation. At the site, the system would be
connected to land power, and an electrode array would be designed and manufactured for
the specific deployment location. Prior installations have involved attaching the electrode
array to canvas, which was then draped across the channel bottom and sides and anchored
in place.

•

Risks to humans and animals swimming in a barrier depend on factors including water
velocity, water depth, water conductivity, voltage, current, waveform, and presence of
human safety controls for the barrier. A benthic barrier at a lock channel presents a much
lower risk than a full-depth barrier because the more intense deterrent zone is limited to
the bottom of the channel.

Air-Injection Bubble Curtain
•

Air-injection bubble curtains rely on a wall of bubbles generated from the channel bottom
with either an air-injection apparatus or cavitation bubbles produced from propellers. Airinjection curtains have been the historical preference for bubble barriers, with cavitation
barrier technologies relatively untested in field applications.
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•

•

•

Air-injection bubble curtains will deflect fish under certain circumstances. Water
temperature, turbidity, light intensity, water velocity, orientation in the channel, and fish
species and behavioral response are factors in the effectiveness of these bubble curtains.
Under optimal conditions, laboratory tests have resulted in 98% fish deflection, while less
than optimal conditions (high velocity or high turbidity levels) resulted in 51% to 80% fish
deflection. Site specific placement of the air-injection bubble curtains is crucial, as silt may
clog air ducts or may be disrupted by flow related turbulence.
Bubble curtains are commonly paired with another behavioral deterrent technology, an
acoustic sound system. In the case of round goby, which lacks a swim bladder that is critical
to the response to acoustic deterrents, pairing bubble curtains with acoustic deterrents is
not recommended.
Little research has been found on the use of bubble curtains to deter round goby migration.
As such, bubble curtains cannot be recommended as a sole strategy for deterrence.
However, this technology has promise as a component of a multi-technology behavioral
deterrence system, for example being paired with lights and electricity.

Acoustic Trap
•
•

•

An acoustic trap has been tested with some success and can be paired with other deterrent
technologies to lure round gobies into a trap for removal from the system.
The acoustic trap uses a speaker broadcasting round goby reproductive calls. A study found
a significant increase in goby trapping when these attractant sounds originate from the trap
location.
Use of this technology may lead to an increase in trapping efficiency, and could be ideally
located with other deterrent technologies that result in a delay in locomotion; for example,
a partial height bottom barrier, electric barrier, or bubble curtain.

Deterrent Lighting
•

The use of light to attract or repel fish has been evaluated in numerous studies. Studies
suggest strobe lights can produce an avoidance response in fish. However, the use of lights
to deter round goby is unknown, and likely dependent on life stage. Studies have found that
adult round goby are significantly more active on rocky substrates during daylight hours than
at night. A different study conducted in Lake Michigan found a diel vertical migration pattern
with newly hatched round goby fry in which the fish remained near the substrate during the
day and were present in surface waters only at night. As lock operations are typically
performed during daylight hours, it is unclear how deterrent lighting may be useful for round
goby deterrence.

Partial Height Bottom Barrier
•

The concept of a partial height bottom barrier is essentially a one- to two-foot-high
submerged weir attached to the floor of the sill downstream of the lock. The barrier, which
can be temporary and removable or permanent, can be made of a number of materials and
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•

•

have nearly any shape as long as the downstream face presents a vertical (or slightly
adverse) slope to a fish.
This approach takes advantage of the predominantly benthic (bottom-swimming)
preference of the adult round goby, but it must be paired with other deterrent strategies as
it is very unlikely to be effective on its own. Observations have been made of round gobies
using vertical walls as high as five meters above the bottom as habitat elements.
Advantages of the partial height bottom barrier approach as an element of a deterrence
strategy include cost, flexibility in shape and material, relative ease of manufacture and
deployment, and its unobtrusiveness to boat traffic.
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APPENDIX B RESPONSE ACTION EFFECTIVENESS AND
IMPLEMENTATION RISKS EVALUATION

DRAFT – DETERRENT RISK SEVERITY AND LIKELIHOOD AND EFFECTIVENESS SCORING CRITERIA
CANAL DETERRENT RISK SEVERITY SCORING CRITERIA
IMPACT TYPES

PUBLIC HEALTH &
SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

IMPACT SCALE
1 – Minimal

3 – Moderate

4 – Significant

5 – Highly Significant

• No potential
human health
impact
identified.

• Minor temporary injury to
one or more people
requiring first aid.

• Moderate reversable injury to one
person, hospitalization required.

• Significant irreversible injury or
disability to one or more people.
• Significant chronic health impact
to one or more people.

• One or more fatalities.

• No potential
environmental
impact
identified.

• Minor impact to nonprotected species’
individuals.
• No impact to sport fish.
• No impact to native
biodiversity.
• Temporary and minor
impact to Water Quality
(hours).

• Significant impact to non-protected
species, and/or:
• Minor impact to protected species’
individuals, and/or:
• Minor impact to sport fish at the
individual not population level, and/or:
• Temporary and minor impact to Water
Quality (days).

• Significant impact to protected
species, and/or:
• Measurable impact on sport fish
populations, and/or:
• Measurable, localized impacts to
native biodiversity, and/or:
• Temporary and moderate impact
to Water Quality (days).

• Highly significant impact to
non-protected species,
and/or:
• Observable changes to food
web, and/or:
• System-wide impacts native
biodiversity, and/or:
• Permanent, substantial
Water Quality degradation.

• Minor financial impacts due
to time constraints on
• Moderate financial impacts due to
recreational boat access to
reduction of unfettered recreational
some services.
boat access to some services.
• No or minimal impact on
• No or minimal impact on commercial
commercial traffic.
traffic.

• Significant financial impacts due
to loss of unfettered recreational
boat access to some services
• No or minimal impact on
commercial traffic.

• Highly significant financial
impacts due to elimination of
commercial and recreational
boat use due to lock closure.

•
• Minor impacts to
recreational users due to
loss of on demand passage
• No or minimal impact on
commercial traffic.
•

• Significant user impacts due to
elimination of recreational boat
use.
• No or minimal impact on
commercial traffic.

• Highly significant user
impacts due to elimination of
commercial and recreational
boat use due to lock closure.

ECONOMIC
IMPACT (TO
COMMUNITIES
• No potential
AND USERS OF
economic
CANAL, EXCLUDES
impacts
CAPITAL AND O&M
identified.
COSTS)1

CANAL SYSTEM
USER IMPACTS

2 – Minor

• No potential
impact to canal
system users
identified.

Moderate impacts due to recreational
users due to loss of on demand
passage and reduced number of
available lockages. Traversing the
canal in one day difficult.
No or minimal impact on commercial
traffic.
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FEEDER CANAL DETERRENT RISK SEVERITY SCORING CRITERIA
IMPACT TYPES

PUBLIC HEALTH &
SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

IMPACT SCALE
1 – Minimal

3 – Moderate

4 – Significant

5 – Highly Significant

• No potential human
health impact
identified.

• Minor temporary injury to
one or more people
requiring first aid.

• Moderate reversable injury to one
person, hospitalization required

• Significant irreversible injury or
disability to one or more people.
• Significant chronic health impact
to one or more people.

• One or more fatalities.

• No potential
environmental
impact identified.

• Minor impact to nonprotected species’
individuals.
• No impact to sport fish.
• Temporary and minor
impact to Water Quality
(hours).

• Significant impact to nonprotected species, and/or:
• Minor impact to protected
species’ individuals, and/or:
• Minor impact to sport fish at the
individual not population level,
and/or:
• Temporary and minor impact to
Water Quality (days).

• Significant impact to protected
species, and/or:
• Measurable impact on sport fish
populations, and/or:
• Temporary and moderate impact
to Water Quality (days).

• Highly significant impact to
non-protected species,
and/or:
• Permanent, substantial
Water Quality degradation.

ECONOMIC
IMPACT (TO
COMMUNITIES
AND USERS OF • No potential
economic impacts
CANAL, EXCLUDES
identified.
CAPITAL AND O&M
COSTS)

CANAL SYSTEM
USER IMPACTS

2 – Minor

• No potential impact
to canal system
users identified .

• Minor financial impacts due
• Moderate financial impacts due to • Significant financial impacts due
to time constraints on
reduction in time canal waterway
to restricted access to portions of
recreational boat access to
and
trails
are
accessible.
the canal waterway and/or trail.
some services.

• Minor impacts to
recreational users due to
restrictions on access to
limited portions of canal
waterway or trail.

• Moderate impacts to recreational
users due to restrictions on
access to large portions of canal
waterway or trail.

• Significant impact to recreational
users due to restrictions on
access to majority of canal
waterway or trail

• Highly significant financial
impacts due to elimination of
recreational boat use due to
feeder canal closure.

• Highly significant impacts
due to feeder canal closure.
Lost use of GFFC waterway.
Potential reduction or
elimination of passage
through C7, C8 and C9.
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LOCK AND FEEDER CANAL DETERRENT RISK LIKELIHOOD SCORING CRITERIA
LIKELIHOOD RATING SCALE - % CHANCE OF OCCURRENCE
1 = Low
< 20%
Extremely low
likelihood event will
occur as a result of
implementation

2 = Low/Medium

3 = Medium

4 = Medium/high

5 =High

20% to < 40%

40% to < 60%

60% to < 80%

> 80%

Low to medium
likelihood event will
occur as a result of
implementation within
one year of
implementation

Medium likelihood
event will occur as a
result of
implementation within
one year of
implementation

Medium to high
likelihood event will
occur as a result of
implementation within
one year of
implementation

Very high likelihood
event will occur as a
result of
implementation within
one year of
implementation

LOCK AND FEEDER CANAL DETERRENT EFFECTIVENESS SCORING CRITERIA
EFFECTIVENESS RATING SCALE – Qualitative determination of how effective response action will be at reducing likelihood of round
goby making upstream progress through the canal system during the current operating season
1 = Marginal or None

2 = Low

3 = Medium

4 = Medium/High

5 =High

No site specific or
literature data on
effectiveness at
controlling AIS fish
movement. Best
professional judgement
supports marginal or no
effectiveness.

Limited data or literature
to support effectiveness
at controlling fish range
expansion. Best
professional judgement
supports action may
have low/limited
effectiveness.

Limited data or
literature to support
effectiveness at
controlling round goby
range expansion. Best
professional judgement
supports action may
have moderate
effectiveness.

Data from field
applications of action
document effectiveness
on limiting fish range
expansion. Best
professional judgement
supports action may
have good
effectiveness.

Data from field
application of action(s)
document effectiveness
on limiting round goby
range expansion. Best
professional judgement
supports action may
have good effectiveness.
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SUMMARY - LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL

POTENTIAL ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH &
SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL IMPACT

(Note: impact on environment
within lock segment within 1-yr)

(Note: does not consider capital
or O&M costs to implement)

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER
IMPACTS

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS AT
DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL VIA BOAT
IN CANAL

EFFECTIVENESS AT
DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY
SWIMMING IN CANAL

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

1. Double Flushing

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

4

8

1

2

2. Scheduled Lockages

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

6

2

3

6

14

1

1

3. Moderate reduction of
vessel traffic above last
known area of detection

1

1

1

2

2

4

3

3

9

3

3

9

23

2

2

4. Dramatic reductions of
vessel traffic above last
known area of detection

1

1

1

2

3

6

4

3

12

4

3

12

31

3

2

5. Localized use of
piscicide at critical areas

3

1

3

3

3

9

3

2

6

3

2

6

24

1

1

6. Temporary Benthic
(bottom) Electric Barrier

5

1

5

3

2

6

1

1

1

2

3

6

18

1

3

7. Air-Injection Bubble
Curtain

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

1

2

8. Deterrent Lighting

5

1

5

3

2

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

13

1

2

9. Partial Height Bottom
Barrier with Acoustic Goby
Trap

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

4

8

1

4

10. Enhanced dewatering
of land cut

1

1

1

4

3

12

2

1

2

2

2

4

19

1

2

11. Community
Education/Outreach (Boat
Stewards)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

3

1

12. Lock Closure

1

1

1

2

3

6

5

3

15

5

3

15

37

5

5
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

1. Double
Flushing

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume locks
flushed/emptied
second time once
vessel enters;
locks kept full
between vessels

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

1

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

1

1

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

1

1

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)
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Sev Lik

1

2

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

2

Sev Lik

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

1

Fishing & other
No anticipated risk
local recreational
of action
canal use

1

1

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

1

No anticipated risk
Marinas
of action

1

1

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

2

Passes more water
through lock; would Commercial
have little impact to shipping
hydrology at C2

1

1

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

Sev Lik

Tot

Risk Comments
Would not reduce
vessel traffic, minor
impact due to
longer time in lock

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

8

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

No anticipated affect on
dispersion via boat/barge

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

2

2

4

2

2

4

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

2

Potentially flush
goby not yet settled
in substate

1

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

2

Potentially flush
goby not yet settled
in substate

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

Cultural/historical
experience
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

1

Effectiveness
Comments

2

1

1

SCORE

1

1
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

2. Scheduled
Lockages

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume lock
openings:
recreational - 45/day each
direction;
commercial on
demand 1-2/day
each direction

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

1

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

1

Sev Lik

2

1

Fishing & other
No anticipated risk
local recreational
of action
canal use

1

No anticipated risk
Marinas
of action

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

6

Sev Lik

2

6

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

6

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

2

1

3

3

1

Tot

6

EFFECTIVENESS

14

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

No anticipated affect on
dispersion via boat/barge

EFFECTIVENESS

1

Not effective during
periods when lock
is open. Assumes
same number of
boats use locks.

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

Not effective during
periods when lock
is open. Assumes
same number of
boats use locks.

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

Effectiveness
Comments

1

6

3

SCORE

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

1

1

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

1

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL

6

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

Total
Score

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)
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Sev Lik

EFFECTIVENESS

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

3. Moderate
restriction of
vessel traffic
upstream of last
known area of
detection

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume lock
openings:
recreational 23/day each
direction;
commercial on
demand 1-2/day
each direction

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
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Sev Lik

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

4

4

Sev Lik

3

Would slightly limit Fishing & other
species movement local recreational
through lock
canal use

3

2

Would slightly limit
species movement Marinas
through lock

1

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock

1

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

3

3

3

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

9

9

9

Sev Lik

3

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

3

1

3

3

1

Tot

Risk Comments

9

9

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS

23

Longer waiting
times due to
reduced number of
lockages upstream
of last know
detection area

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
SCORE

2

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

Slight reduction in
number of boats, thus
hitchhiking

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

2

Not effective during
periods when lock
is open. Assumes
reduced number of
boats use locks.
Less opportunity
for goby to move
into lock

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

2

Not effective during
periods when lock
is open. Assumes
reduced number of
boats use locks.
Less opportunity
for goby to move
into lock

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

Effectiveness
Comments

2

9

3

SCORE

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

1

1

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

4. Dramatic
restriction of
vessel traffic
above last known
area of detection

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume lock
openings:
recreational max
2/day each
direction;
commercial on
demand 1-2/day
each direction

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

3

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

2

3

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

2

2

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
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Sev Lik

2

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

6

Sev Lik

4

3

Tot

6

4

3

12

4

Would somewhat
limit species
Marinas
movement through
lock

4

3

12

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock

4

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

3

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

12

Would somewhat
Fishing & other
limit species
local recreational
movement through
canal use
lock

2

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

Sev Lik

4

Represent sport
fishing industry

Tot

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

31

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

3

Commercial vessels can
offer more hiding places
than recreational, but
significantly reduced boat
traffic reduces likelihood
of short term dispersion

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

2

3

12

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

2

Would not affect
swimming except
via limiting time
lock is open

2

Would not affect
swimming except
via limiting time
lock is open

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

4

3

No recreational use
of 2 locks
12
upstream of
detection

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

12

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

1

1

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

3

3

9

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

4

1

4
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

5. Localized use
of piscicide at
critical areas
Assume this
would occur in a
lock or in a
localized area
known to have
goby

Sev Lik

3

· Biocide/ piscicide
exposure during
application, thru
direct contact with
water, drinking
water intakes,
irrigation

3

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

3

3

3

Protected species,
including Rare,
Assumes measures
Threatened,
would be taken to
Endangered, and
minimize likelihood
migratory species,
of exposure
including fish
passage
Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

3

2

2

3

3

3

2

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

2

2

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

2

2

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:24 PM

Sev Lik

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

9

9

6

4

Sev Lik

3

Some mortality to
RTE sp. anticipated
Fishing & other
if present within
local recreational
treatment area; no
canal use
population level
impacts anticipated
Some mortality to
sport/resident fish
sp. anticipated if
present within
treatment area
Biocide is routinely
used in AIS control;
water quality
effects would be
localized and
temporary

Marinas

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

2

Tot

2

4

1

1

1

1

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

6

2

1

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

Sev Lik

3

Fishing prohibited
for periods after
treatment

2

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

3

2

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

2

2

Tot

Total
Score

Risk Comments

6

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

24

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

No anticipated affect on
dispersion via boat/barge

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

1

Potential reduction
in goby population
below/within lock

6

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

2

Fewer goby in area
downstream of lock
means fewer that
will pass through
the lock.

4

Increased waiting
times near locks
where applied

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

Treatment would
not be conducted
during flood flows

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

Effectiveness
Comments

Increased waiting
times near locks
where applied

1

1

SCORE

4

Fluctuation in water
levels will be
Commercial
necessary for
shipping
treatments

1

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

4

Some individuals
Impact to future
could be impacted,
use of GE
especially
Processing Facility
piscivorous sp.

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

Impacts to
irrigation and
adjacent wells

3

2

6
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

6. Temporary
Benthic (bottom)
Electric Barrier

Assume
temporary
benthic barrier
along bottom and · Electric shock
sides, below lock
or in lock
chamber

Sev Lik

5

5

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

5

5

3

DC current which
reduces risk, well
below electrocution
thresholds, may be
muscle use
interference,
unknown effects to
those with
pacemakers/heart
conditions

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
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Sev Lik

2

3

1

2

2

2

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

6

Sev Lik

1

1

4

Temporary benthic
barrier intended to
Fishing & other
stun fish; may have
local recreational
incidental mortality
canal use
on immobilized fish
if no flow present

1

1

6

Temporary benthic
barrier intended to
stun fish; may have
Marinas
incidental mortality
on immobilized fish
if no flow present.

1

1

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Sev Lik

2

3

Tot

6

Total
Score

Risk Comments
Possible minor
impacts to
draft/clearance

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

18

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

No anticipated affect on
dispersion via boat/barge

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

SCORE

3

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

2

2

4

No effect on goby
hitch hiking inside
boats

1

No effect on goby hitch
hiking inside boats

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

4

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

2

3

6

No effect on goby
hitch hiking outside
of boats

1

No effect on goby hitch
hiking outside of boats

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

3

Strong deterrent
for goby swimming
into lock. Goby can
successfully hide
within small
cavities in boats or
gaps in electric
field from
connected
barges/boats. Not
full-depth barrier,
so goby could still
move over top of
electric field.
Savino et al.
(2001), Smith-Root
Shiawassee
Temporary Barrier.
Strong deterrent
for goby swimming
into lock. Goby can
successfully hide
within small
cavities in boats or
gaps in electric
field from
connected
barges/boats. Not
full-depth barrier,
so goby could still
move over top of
electric field. Goby
less likely to be
moving under flood
flows.

6

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

3

Reduced potential
for goby to move
into lock

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

1

2

Effectiveness
Comments

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

1

1

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

3

2

6

Diving waterbirds,
Impact to future
amphibians,
use of GE
mammals could be
Processing Facility
affected

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

7. Air-Injection
Bubble Curtain

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume airinjection bubble
curtain
downstream of
the lock approach
to deflect round
goby away from
entering lock

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
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Sev Lik

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

2

Sev Lik

1

2

Minor risk or delay Fishing & other
local recreational
in upstream
canal use
movement by sp.

2

Minor risk or delay
in upstream
Marinas
movement by sp.

2

Bubbles would
temporarily
increase localized
DO

1

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Sev Lik

1

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

1

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

5

SCORE

1

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

No effect on goby hitch
hiking on boats

Limited potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock; no data
available.

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

2

Assumed potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock, no data
available.

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

Effectiveness
Comments

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

1

1

SCORE

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

1

1

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

2

2

Limited potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock; no data
available.
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

8. Deterrent
Lighting

Assume
underwater light
array downstream
of the lock
approach to
· Electric shock
deflect round
goby movement
away from
entrance to the
lock chamber

Sev Lik

5

5

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

5

5

3

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)
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Sev Lik

3

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

6

Sev Lik

1

6

May deter all
fishes; some
acclimatization
may occur over
time, particularly
those with strong
migratory instinct.
Only used during
day/lock opening
operations.

4

May deter all
fishes; some
acclimatization
may occur over
time. Only used
during day/lock
opening
operations.

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

1

Fishing & other
local recreational
canal use

Marinas

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

1

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

Sev Lik

1

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

1

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

13

SCORE

1

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

No effect on goby hitch
hiking on boats

1

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

1

Limited potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock; no data
available.

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

2

Assumed potential
to reduce adult
goby from moving
in to lock, larvae
appear to be
photosensitive but
uncertain about
adults (except they
are benthic and
hide under rocks)

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

Effectiveness
Comments

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

1

1

SCORE

2

2

Limited potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock; no data
available.
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

9. Partial Height
Bottom Barrier
with Acoustic
Goby Trap

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume 1-2ft
high weir
(vertical/adverse
slope on
downstream face)
added at
downstream gate
sill

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

1

Tot

2

1

2

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

1

1

1

1

1

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

Sev Lik

1

Adult American eel
are benthic
swimmers and weir
could deter
upstream
movement
somewhat; juvenile
eels use full water
column
Some
sport/resident fish
could be deterred
from moving
upstream via lock

1

Fishing & other
local recreational
canal use

1

1

Marinas

1

1

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Sev Lik

2

2

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

2

2

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

2

2

Tot

4

Possible minor
impacts to
draft/clearance

EFFECTIVENESS

8

SCORE

1

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

No effect on goby hitch
hiking on boats

4

4

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

4

Moderate effect for
adults dispersing
upstream

4

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

2

2

4

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

2

2

Effectiveness
Comments

4

1

1

SCORE

4

1

1

1

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

Liability for boat
damage

3

1

3

1

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL

Moderate effect for
adults dispersing
upstream; Potential
to deter adult
movement
(Bergman 2022)

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

Total
Score

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:24 PM

Sev Lik

EFFECTIVENESS

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

10. Enhanced
dewatering of
land cut

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume landcut
upstream of Lock
C6 and between
C8-C9; dewater to
expose substrate
to freezing
overwinter
conditions

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

4

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:24 PM

Sev Lik

4

4

3

3

3

2

3

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

12

Sev Lik

2

Potential for
localized impact to Fishing & other
12 all aquatic spp
local recreational
during dewatered canal use
period

2

8

Potential for
localized impact to
all aquatic spp
Marinas
during dewatered
period

1

9

Localized effect if
chemicals used to
remove goby from
ponded water

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

1

Commercial
shipping

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

2

2

1

Sev Lik

2

Loss of fishing
access in landcut

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

2

1

1

Tot

4

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

19

SCORE

1

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

No effect on goby hitch
hiking on boats because
would occur during nonnavigation season

2

Slightly less
effective if waste
gates/floodwaters
transport goby
around lock

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

4

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

2

2

Stops ability of
goby to swim
through lock and
canal during
dewatered period;
less goby
movement during
non-navigation
season

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

2

Effectiveness
Comments

2

1

1

SCORE

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

3

2

6

Potential for
localized impact
during dewatered
period

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

2

2

4

Potential for
localized impact
during dewatered
period

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

11. Community
Education/Outrea
ch (Boat
Stewards)

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume
NYPA/Canals and
NYSDEC partner
with external
agencies to
develop outreach
strategies and
material

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

1

1

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

1

1

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

1

1

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:24 PM

Sev Lik

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

1

Sev Lik

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

1

Fishing & other
No anticipated risk
local recreational
of action
canal use

1

1

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

1

No anticipated risk
Marinas
of action

1

1

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

1

Sev Lik

Tot

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

4

SCORE

3

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

Potential reduction in
assisted dispersal if
inspection, cleaning and
removal are elements of
the program

Effectiveness
Comments

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

1

No affect on active
dispersal
anticipated

1

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

No affect on active
dispersal
anticipated

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

SCORE

1

1

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

1

1

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1
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LOCKS C2 THROUGH C6 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

No significant
potential health
12. Lock Closure
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume closure
of lock for all
recreational and
commercial
traffic; limited
specific
exceptions such
as critical canal
maintenance

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:24 PM

Sev Lik

2

2

2

1

3

3

2

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

6

Sev Lik

5

6

Would prevent
Fishing & other
species movement local recreational
through lock
canal use

4

Would prevent
species movement Marinas
through lock

2

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

5

5

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

2

1

2

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

2

1

2

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

4

4

4

5

3

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

15

Sev Lik

5

12

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

12

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

4

5

3

3

3

Tot

15

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

37

SCORE

5

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

Stops potential
dispersion via hitch
hiking; effectiveness
reduced if boats move
around lock without
cleaning

15

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

9

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

15

4

3

12

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

3

15

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Compatibility with
infrastructure

3

15

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

3

5

Slightly less
effective if waste
gates/floodwaters
transport goby
around lock

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

3

5

Stops ability of
goby to swim
through lock;
assumes boats not
lifted over lock
without disinfection

12

Impacts to canal
maintenance

3

Effectiveness
Comments

5

12

3

SCORE
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SUMMARY - LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL

POTENTIAL ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH &
SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL IMPACT

(Note: impact on environment
within lock segment within 1-yr)

(Note: does not consider capital
or O&M costs to implement)

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER
IMPACTS

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS AT
DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL VIA BOAT
IN CANAL

EFFECTIVENESS AT
DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY
SWIMMING IN CANAL

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

1. Double Flushing

1

1

1

3

3

9

1

1

1

2

2

4

15

1

2

2. Scheduled Lockages

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

6

2

3

6

14

1

1

3. Moderate reduction of
vessel traffic above last
known area of detection

1

1

1

2

2

4

3

3

9

3

3

9

23

2

2

4. Dramatic reductions of
vessel traffic above last
known area of detection

1

1

1

3

3

9

4

3

12

4

3

12

34

3

2

5. Localized use of
piscicide at critical areas

3

1

3

3

3

9

2

1

2

3

2

6

20

1

1

6. Temporary Benthic
(bottom) Electric Barrier

5

1

5

3

2

6

1

1

1

2

3

6

18

1

3

7. Air-Injection Bubble
Curtain

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

1

2

8. Deterrent Lighting

5

1

5

2

2

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

2

9. Partial Height Bottom
Barrier with Acoustic Goby
Trap

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

4

8

1

4

10. Enhanced dewatering
of land cut

1

1

1

4

4

16

1

1

1

2

2

4

22

1

2

11. Community
Education/Outreach (Boat
Stewards)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

3

1

12. Lock Closure

1

1

1

4

4

16

5

3

15

5

3

15

47

5

5
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

1. Double
Flushing

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume locks
flushed/emptied
second time once
vessel enters;
locks kept full
between vessels

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

9

Sev Lik

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

1

1

1

Fishing & other
No anticipated risk
local recreational
of action
canal use

1

1

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

1

1

1

No anticipated risk
Marinas
of action

1

1

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

9

Passes more water
through lock; water
supply at canal
Commercial
summit is limited,
shipping
would have
moderate impact to
hydrology

1

1

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)
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Sev Lik

EFFECTIVENESS

1

3

1

3

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

Sev Lik

Tot

Risk Comments
Would not reduce
vessel traffic, minor
impact due to
longer time in lock

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

15

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

No anticipated affect on
dispersion via boat/barge

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

2

2

4

2

2

4

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

2

Potentially flush
goby not yet settled
in substate

1

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

2

Potentially flush
goby not yet settled
in substate

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

1

Effectiveness
Comments

2

1

1

SCORE

1

1
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

2. Scheduled
Lockages

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume lock
openings:
recreational - 45/day each
direction;
commercial on
demand 1-2/day
each direction

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

1

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

1

1

Sev Lik

2

Fishing & other
No anticipated risk
local recreational
of action
canal use

2

1

No anticipated risk
Marinas
of action

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

2

2

3

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

6

Sev Lik

2

6

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

6

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

2

1

3

3

1

Tot

6

EFFECTIVENESS

14

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

No anticipated affect on
dispersion via boat/barge

EFFECTIVENESS

1

Not effective during
periods when lock
is open. Assumes
same number of
boats use locks.

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

Not effective during
periods when lock
is open. Assumes
same number of
boats use locks.

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

Effectiveness
Comments

1

6

3

SCORE

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

1

1

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

1

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL

6

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

Total
Score

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)
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Sev Lik

EFFECTIVENESS

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

3. Moderate
restriction of
vessel traffic
upstream of last
known area of
detection

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume lock
openings:
recreational 23/day each
direction;
commercial on
demand 1-2/day
each direction

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

2

1

2

2

2

3

2

Tot

Risk Comments

4

Would slightly limit Fishing & other
species movement local recreational
through lock
canal use

3

Would slightly limit
species movement Marinas
through lock

4

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

Commercial
shipping

2

1

2

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

4

2

Sev Lik

3

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

2

IMPACTS

4

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)
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Sev Lik

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

9

9

9

Sev Lik

3

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

3

1

3

3

1

Tot

EFFECTIVENESS

23

Longer waiting
times due to
reduced number of
lockages upstream
of last know
detection area

SCORE

2

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

Slight reduction in
number of boats, thus
hitchhiking

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

2

Not effective during
periods when lock
is open. Assumes
reduced number of
boats use locks.
Less opportunity
for goby to move
into lock

2

Not effective during
periods when lock
is open. Assumes
reduced number of
boats use locks.
Less opportunity
for goby to move
into lock

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

Effectiveness
Comments

2

9

1

SCORE

1

1

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

Local employment
opportunities
related to tourism
or commercial use

Risk Comments

9

9

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

4. Dramatic
restriction of
vessel traffic
above last known
area of detection

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume lock
openings:
recreational max
2/day each
direction;
commercial on
demand 1-2/day
each direction

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

3

3

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

2

3

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

2

2

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

3

Tot

6

4

3

12

4

Would somewhat
limit species
Marinas
movement through
lock

4

3

12

9

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

4

1

2

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

6

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

3

Risk Comments

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

12

Would somewhat
Fishing & other
limit species
local recreational
movement through
canal use
lock

2

3

Sev Lik

4

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

2

IMPACTS

9

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)
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Sev Lik

EFFECTIVENESS

Sev Lik

4

Represent sport
fishing industry

Tot

EFFECTIVENESS

34

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

3

Commercial vessels can
offer more hiding places
than recreational, but
significantly reduced boat
traffic reduces likelihood
of short term dispersion

EFFECTIVENESS

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

2

12

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

2

Would not affect
swimming except
via limiting time
lock is open

2

Would not affect
swimming except
via limiting time
lock is open

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

4

3

No recreational use
of 2 locks
12
upstream of
detection

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

12

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Minor reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

3

3

9

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

4

1

4

Local employment
opportunities
related to tourism
or commercial use

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL

3

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

Commercial
shipping

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

5. Localized use
of piscicide at
critical areas
Assume this
would occur in a
lock or in a
localized area
known to have
goby

Sev Lik

3

· Biocide/ piscicide
exposure during
application, thru
direct contact with
water, drinking
water intakes,
irrigation

3

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

3

3

3

Protected species,
including Rare,
Assumes measures
Threatened,
would be taken to
Endangered, and
minimize likelihood
migratory species,
of exposure
including fish
passage
Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

3

2

2

3

3

3

2

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

2

2

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

2

2

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:27 PM

Sev Lik

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

9

9

6

4

Sev Lik

2

Some mortality to
RTE sp. anticipated
Fishing & other
if present within
local recreational
treatment area; no
canal use
population level
impacts anticipated
Some mortality to
sport/resident fish
sp. anticipated if
present within
treatment area
Biocide is routinely
used in AIS control;
water quality
effects would be
localized and
temporary

Marinas

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

1

Tot

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

2

Sev Lik

3

2

Tot

2

2

4

Risk Comments

6

Impacts to
recreational

Fishing prohibited
boating (wait time,
for periods after
difficulty, launching
treatment
locations, clean

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS

20

3

2

6

Increased waiting
times near locks
where applied

2

2

4

Increased waiting
times near locks
where applied

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

No anticipated affect on
dispersion via boat/barge

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

Potential reduction
in goby population
below/within lock

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

2

Fewer goby in area
downstream of lock
means fewer that
will pass through
the lock.

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

Treatment would
not be conducted
during flood flows

certification)

1

1

1

1

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

4

Fluctuation in water
levels will be
Commercial
necessary for
shipping
treatments

1

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

4

Some individuals
Impact to future
could be impacted,
use of GE
especially
Processing Facility
piscivorous sp.

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

Impacts to
irrigation and
adjacent wells

3

2

6
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

6. Temporary
Benthic (bottom)
Electric Barrier

Assume
temporary
benthic barrier
along bottom and · Electric shock
sides, below lock
or in lock
chamber

Sev Lik

5

5

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

5

5

3

DC current which
reduces risk, well
below electrocution
thresholds, may be
muscle use
interference,
unknown effects to
those with
pacemakers/heart
conditions

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:27 PM

Sev Lik

2

3

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

6

Sev Lik

1

1

4

Temporary benthic
barrier intended to
stun fish; may have
Fishing & other
incidental mortality
local recreational
on immobilized fish
canal use
if no flow present.
RTE sp. may not be
present

1

1

6

Temporary benthic
barrier intended to
stun fish; may have
Marinas
incidental mortality
on immobilized fish
if no flow present.

1

1

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

1

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

3

2

6

Diving waterbirds,
Impact to future
amphibians,
use of GE
mammals could be
Processing Facility
affected

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Sev Lik

2

3

Tot

6

Total
Score

Risk Comments
Possible minor
impacts to
draft/clearance

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

18

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

1

No anticipated affect on
dispersion via boat/barge

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

3

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

2

2

4

No effect on goby
hitch hiking inside
boats

1

No effect on goby hitch
hiking inside boats

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

4

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

2

3

6

No effect on goby
hitch hiking outside
of boats

1

No effect on goby hitch
hiking outside of boats

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

3

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

1

Strong deterrent
for goby swimming
into lock. Goby can
successfully hide
within small
cavities in boats or
gaps in electric
field from
connected
barges/boats. Not
full-depth barrier,
so goby could still
move over top of
electric field.
Savino et al.
(2001), Smith-Root
Shiawassee
Temporary Barrier.
Strong deterrent
for goby swimming
into lock. Goby can
successfully hide
within small
cavities in boats or
gaps in electric
field from
connected
barges/boats. Not
full-depth barrier,
so goby could still
move over top of
electric field. Goby
less likely to be
moving under flood
flows.
Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

3

Reduced potential
for goby to move
into lock

6

Impacts to canal
maintenance

2

Effectiveness
Comments

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

1

1

SCORE
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

7. Air-Injection
Bubble Curtain

No significant
potential health or
safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume airinjection bubble
curtain
downstream of
the lock approach
to deflect round
goby away from
entering lock

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:27 PM

Sev Lik

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

2

Sev Lik

1

2

Minor risk or delay Fishing & other
in upstream
local recreational
movement by sp.
canal use

2

Minor risk or delay
Marinas
in upstream
movement by sp.

2

Bubbles would
temporarily
increase localized
DO

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Sev Lik

1

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

1

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

5

SCORE

1

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

No effect on goby hitch
hiking on boats

2

Assumed potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock, no data
available.
Limited potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock; no data
available.

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

Effectiveness
Comments

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

1

1

SCORE

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

1

1

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

2

2

Limited potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock; no data
available.
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

8. Deterrent
Lighting

Assume
underwater light
array downstream
of the lock
approach to
· Electric shock
deflect round
goby movement
away from
entrance to the
lock chamber

Sev Lik

5

5

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

5

5

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:27 PM

Sev Lik

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

4

4

4

Sev Lik

1

May deter all
fishes; some
acclimatization
may occur over
time, particularly
those with strong
migratory instinct.
Only used during
day/lock opening
operations. RTE sp.
may not be
present.
May deter all
fishes; some
acclimatization
may occur over
time. Only used
during day/lock
opening
operations.

Fishing & other
local recreational
canal use

Marinas

1

1

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

1

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
related to tourism
of action
or commercial use

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

1

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

Sev Lik

1

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

1

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

11

SCORE

1

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

No effect on goby hitch
hiking on boats

1

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

1

Limited potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock; no data
available.

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

2

Assumed potential
to reduce adult
goby from moving
in to lock, larvae
appear to be
photosensitive but
uncertain about
adults (except they
are benthic and
hide under rocks)

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

Effectiveness
Comments

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

1

1

SCORE

2

2

Limited potential
for reduction in
goby moving into
lock; no data
available.
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

9. Partial Height
Bottom Barrier
with Acoustic
Goby Trap

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume 1-2ft
high weir
(vertical/adverse
slope on
downstream face)
added at
downstream gate
sill

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

2

1

Tot

2

1

2

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

1

1

1

1

1

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

Sev Lik

1

Adult American eel
are benthic
swimmers and weir
could deter
upstream
movement
somewhat; juvenile
eels use full water
column
Some
sport/resident fish
could be deterred
from moving
upstream via lock

1

Fishing & other
local recreational
canal use

1

1

Marinas

1

1

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Sev Lik

2

2

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

2

2

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

2

2

Tot

4

Possible minor
impacts to
draft/clearance

EFFECTIVENESS

8

SCORE

1

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

No effect on goby hitch
hiking on boats

4

4

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

4

Moderate effect for
adults dispersing
upstream

4

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

2

2

4

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

2

2

Effectiveness
Comments

4

1

1

SCORE

4

1

1

1

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

Liability for boat
damage

3

1

3

1

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL

Moderate effect for
adults dispersing
upstream; Potential
to deter adult
movement
(Bergman 2022)

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

Total
Score

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:27 PM

Sev Lik

EFFECTIVENESS

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

10. Enhanced
dewatering of
land cut

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume landcut
upstream of Lock
C6 and between
C8-C9; dewater to
expose substrate
to freezing
overwinter
conditions

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

4

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

4

4

3

4

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

16

1

3

Potential for
localized impact to Fishing & other
12 all aquatic spp
local recreational
during dewatered canal use
period

4

Potential for
localized impact to
16 all aquatic spp
Marinas
during dewatered
period

3

Sev Lik

2

1

9

Localized effect if
chemicals used to
remove goby from
ponded water

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

Commercial
shipping

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

1

2

1

Sev Lik

2

Loss of fishing
access in landcut

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

2

1

1

Tot

4

EFFECTIVENESS

22

SCORE

1

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

No effect on goby hitch
hiking on boats because
would occur during nonnavigation season

2

Slightly less
effective if waste
gates/floodwaters
transport goby
around lock

4

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

2

2

Stops ability of
goby to swim
through lock and
canal during
dewatered period;
less goby
movement during
non-navigation
season

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

2

Effectiveness
Comments

2

1

1

SCORE

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

3

2

6

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

2

2

4

Potential for
localized impact
during dewatered
period

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1

1

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

Potential for
localized impact
during dewatered
period

1

Total
Score

1

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:27 PM

Sev Lik

EFFECTIVENESS

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

11. Community
Education/Outrea
ch (Boat
Stewards)

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume
NYPA/Canals and
NYSDEC partner
with external
agencies to
develop outreach
strategies and
material

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

1

1

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

1

1

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

1

1

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

Generated: 7/6/2022 1:27 PM

Sev Lik

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

1

Sev Lik

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

1

Would not reduce
vessel traffic,
therefore no impact

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

1

Fishing & other
No anticipated risk
local recreational
of action
canal use

1

1

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

1

No anticipated risk
Marinas
of action

1

1

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

1

Sev Lik

Tot

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

4

SCORE

3

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

Potential reduction in
assisted dispersal if
inspection, cleaning and
removal are elements of
the program

Effectiveness
Comments

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

1

No affect on active
dispersal
anticipated

1

1

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

1

No affect on active
dispersal
anticipated

1

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

1

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

1

SCORE

1

1

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

1

1

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
of action
related to tourism
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1
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LOCKS C7 THROUGH C8 ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

No significant
potential health
12. Lock Closure
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume closure
of lock for all
recreational and
commercial
traffic; limited
specific
exceptions such
as critical canal
maintenance

Tot

Risk Comments

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)
IMPACTS

1

4

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)

2

2

4

4

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

16

6

Would prevent
species movement Fishing & other
through lock. RTE local recreational
canal use
sp. may not be
present

2

4

Would prevent
species movement Marinas
through lock

4

Significant
reduction in
flushing and
16
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

3

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

2

3

6

Significant
reduction in
flushing and
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

2

1

2

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

4

Significant
reduction in
flushing and
16
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

4

Sev Lik

5

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)
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Sev Lik

Commercial
shipping

Local employment
opportunities
related to tourism
or commercial use

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

15

Sev Lik

5

12

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

12

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

5

5

3

3

3

Tot

15

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

47

SCORE

5

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING IN CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

Stops potential
dispersion via hitch
hiking; effectiveness
reduced if boats move
around lock without
cleaning

5

Stops ability of
goby to swim
through lock;
assumes boats not
lifted over lock
without disinfection

5

Slightly less
effective if waste
gates/floodwaters
transport goby
around lock

15

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

15

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

9

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

4

3

12

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

3

Effectiveness
Comments

5

12

3

SCORE

5

3

15

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

5

3

15

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

5

3

15

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1
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SUMMARY - FEEDER CANAL ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL

POTENTIAL ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH &
SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL IMPACT

(Note: impact on environment
within lock segment within 1-yr)

(Note: does not consider capital
or O&M costs to implement)

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER
IMPACTS

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS AT
DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL VIA BOAT
IN FEEDER CANAL

EFFECTIVENESS AT
DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY
SWIMMING/
DRIFTING INTO
FEEDER CANAL

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

Sev

Lik

Tot

1. Feeder Canal Closure

1

1

1

4

4

16

4

3

12

4

3

12

41

N/A

5

2. Screened Intake

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

4

8

N/A

5
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FEEDER CANAL ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

1. Feeder Canal
Closure

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume closure
and dewatering of
GFFC; reduce C7C9 lockages to
max 2/day;
would not
preclude trail use

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

1

4

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)
Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)
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Sev Lik

1

2

4

3

3

4

4

1

1

4

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

Would likely require
reduction in
number of lockages
16 at Locks C7, C8
and C9 to no more
than 2 per day in
each direction.

1

4

No anticipated risk
of action due to
limited use of
Fishing & other
feeder canal by
local recreational
these species;
canal use
impingement
minimized through
screen design

Minimal
anticipated risk of
action due to
2
limited use of
feeder canal by
these species
Significant
reduction in
flushing and
16 exchange in feeder
canal and in
summit section of
canal

Sev Lik

Marinas

Tourism, including
long-haul boat
passage

4

4

4

3

3

3

Tot

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

Would likely require
reduction in
number of lockages
12 at Locks C7, C8
and C9 to no more
than 2 per day in
each direction.

4

12

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

12

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

3

12

Would likely require
reduction in
number of lockages
12 at Locks C7, C8
and C9 to no more
than 2 per day in
each direction.

EFFECTIVENESS

41

SCORE

N/A

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

No boats enter through
head of GFFC; no effect
on small boats used
within confines of GFFC

SCORE

Effectiveness
Comments

5

5

Stops ability of
goby to swim or
drift downstream
through feeder
canal

5

Slightly less
effective if
floodwaters
transport goby
around feeder
canal headworks

12

3

Loss of water may
make passage
12
difficult for
commercial vessels

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

3

9

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

4

3

Loss of water may
make passage
12
difficult for
commercial vessels

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

2

2

4

Compatibility with
infrastructure

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Cultural/historical
considerations

1

1

1

9

4

3

Loss of water may
Impact to future
make passage
12
use of GE
difficult for
Processing Facility
commercial vessels

1

3

Significant
reduction in
flushing and
Impact to future
exchange in feeder
use of GE
canal and in
Processing Facility
summit section of
canal; amphibian
impacts

4

3

12

4

Significant
reduction in
flushing and
16
exchange in lock
and in summit
section

4

3

12

Local employment
opportunities
related to tourism
or commercial use

Risk Comments

3

Impacts to canal
maintenance

Loss of water may
make passage
difficult for
commercial vessels

3

Tot

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING/DRIFTING INTO
FEEDER CANAL

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

Significant
reduction in
flushing and
Commercial
exchange in feeder
shipping
canal and in
summit section of
canal

3

Sev Lik

Total
Score

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN FEEDER CANAL

4

4

3
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FEEDER CANAL ROUND GOBY DETERRENT RISK AND EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
POTENTIAL
ACTION

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPACTS

2. Screened
Intake

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF MITIGATION MEASURE ON CANAL
FINANCIAL IMPACT
ENVIRONMENT
(Note: does not consider capital or O&M costs to
(Note: impact on environment within lock segment
implement)
within 1-yr)

No significant
potential health
or safety impacts
identified.

Sev Lik

1

1

Assume intake
screen installed
at head of GFFC
to prevent round
goby larvae and
adults from
entering canal

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

1

2

Protected species,
including Rare,
Threatened,
Endangered, and
migratory species,
including fish
passage

Fisheries - sport,
resident fish,
aquatic ecosystem

Water Quality (DO,
temp, turbidity)
(C6/7/8 – land cut
portions)
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Sev Lik

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

IMPACTS

2

1

1

No anticipated risk
of action due to
limited use of
Fishing & other
feeder canal by
local recreational
these species;
canal use
impingement
minimized through
screen design

2

Minimal risk of
action due to
limited use of
feeder canal by
Marinas
these species;
impingement
minimized through
screen design

1

Sev Lik

Tourism, including
No anticipated risk
long-haul boat
of action
passage

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tot

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS

CANAL SYSTEM USER IMPACTS
IMPACTS

1

Sev Lik

2

1

Impacts to
recreational
boating (wait time,
difficulty, launching
locations, clean
certification)

1

Impacts to
commercial
shipping

1

1

2

1

1

Tot

4

Total
Score

Risk Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY DISPERSAL
VIA BOAT IN FEEDER CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

8

SCORE

N/A

Effectiveness
Comments

EFFECTIVENESS AT DETERRING GOBY
DISPERSAL BY SWIMMING/DRIFTING INTO
FEEDER CANAL
EFFECTIVENESS

No boats enter through
head of GFFC; no effect
on small boats used
within confines of GFFC

5

Stops ability of
goby to move
downstream
through feeder
canal; stops larval
drift and adult
swimming

5

Slightly less
effective if waste
gates/floodwaters
transport goby
around canal
headworks

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Normal Flows

1

Deterrent
Effectiveness at
Flood Flows

4

Adaptive
management/
ease of
modification to
address changing
needs

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Not scored; not
related to biological
effectiveness

Impacts to canal
maintenance

1

1

1

Operational
effectiveness
(staffing, training,
coordination with
others)

Compatibility with
infrastructure

2

Effectiveness
Comments

5

1

2

SCORE

Hydrology
(wetlands and
streams,
withdrawals for
makeup water),
including impacts
on restoration
projects (i.e., C7 &
C8)

1

1

1

No anticipated risk Commercial
of action
shipping

1

1

1

Impact to future
use of GE
Processing Facility

Unintended affect
on non-fish species
(e.g., amphibians,
waterbirds,
mammals, etc.)

1

1

1

Impact to future
No anticipated risk
use of GE
of action
Processing Facility

1

1

1

Impacts to hydroelectric facilities
(location specific,
north of C9)

1

1

1

Algae blooms (i.e..,
C7 & C8)

1

1

1

Local employment
No anticipated risk opportunities
related to tourism
of action
or commercial use

1

1

1

Cultural/historical
considerations

2

1

2

Stranded boats
due to lock closure

1

1

1
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APPENDIX C DOUBLE FLUSHING PILOT PROCESS

Champlain Canal round goby Exclusion Pilot
Goal:
To mitigate the spread of round goby from the Hudson River through the Champlain Canal to Lake
Champlain.
Actions:
The NYS Canal Corporation will pilot “double draining” locks. The water leaving a lock during
draining is generally high velocity and should be sufficient to prevent the movement of goby
into the lock and help “sweep” goby from the area in front of the lock. However, once the water
level is equalized and the lower gates are opened goby may be able to move with a vessel into a
lock. To limit upstream movement, the lock will be flushed, or drained, a second time once a
vessel(s) has entered the lock. This should allow for the replacement of a significant volume of
water from upstream and help push any goby back out of the lock. When not in operation,
subject Locks will remain in a default position of filled, with all miter gates and valves closed.
Example operations is as follows:
• Northbound vessel approaches a closed lock from downstream.
• The lock will be lowered to allow entry.
• The vessel will enter the lock and the lower gates will be closed.
• The lock will be filled. The upper gates will not be opened.
• The lock will be lowered again in a controlled manner.
• The lock will be filled again and the upper gates will be opened.
• The vessel will exit the lock.
• All lock gates and valves will be closed and the lock will remain in the “neutral” position
until the next scheduled locking.
For vessels travelling from upstream to downstream the lock will be flushed again after the
vessel leaves the chamber.
Example operation is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vessel approaches a filled lock from upstream.
The vessel will enter the lock and the upper gates will be closed.
The lock will be lowered in a controlled manner.
The lower gates will be opened and the vessel will exit.
The lower gates will be closed and the lock will be filled again.
The lock will be drained and refilled.
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APPENDIX D DAM LOCATIONS ON THE HUDSON RIVER AND
CHAMPLAIN CANAL

Dam Locations on the Hudson River and Champlain Canal
Going south to north…
1. Federal lock and dam at Troy (US Army Corps of Engineers)
Hudson River section of the Champlain Canal –
1. Lock C-1 (Waterford) – fixed dam with tainter gates
2. Lock C-2 (Halfmoon) fixed dam with hydroelectric plant
3. Lock C-3 (Mechanicville) fixed dam with hydroelectric plant
4. Lock C-4 (Stillwater) fixed dam with hydroelectric plant
5. Just north of Lock C-5 (Schuylerville) – fixed dam
6. Lock C-6 (Fort Miller) – fixed dam with hydroelectric plant
7. Fixed dam at Thompson Island (between Locks C-6 in Fort Miller and C-7 in Fort Edward)
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APPENDIX E POTENTIAL LISTED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES
PRESENT WITHIN THE CHAMPLAIN CANAL

Protected Species in Vicinity of Champlain Canal Control Points
Publicly Available Information on Federal and State Listed Species
A list of aquatic species that may be present in the vicinity of control points (e.g., lock locations) along the
Champlain Canal was developed to support evaluation of Round Goby control actions. Species occurrences
were obtained from publicly available information sources, such as the USFWS’s IPaC - Information for
Planning and Consultation system, the NYSDEC Environmental Mapper, and the NY Nature Explorer
county-level records for Rensselaer, Saratoga, and Washington Counties. The list was further refined
through consultation with NYSDEC who provided a list of potentially affected species (Stephen S. Hurst,
Chief, Bureau of Fisheries, Division of Fish and Wildlife, personal communication, 6/23/2022).
Species
Fish
Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus)
shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum)
blackchin shiner (Notropis heterodon)
eastern sand darter (Ammocrypta pellucida)
lake chub (Couesius plumbeus)
sauger (Sander canadensis)
American eel (Anguilla rostrata)
alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus)
blueback herring (Alosa aestivalis)

Federal State
Status Status* C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C11
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

P
E
HP
T
HP
HP
HP
n/a
n/a

x x x x x
x
x
x
x x x x x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Mollusks
eastern pondmussel (Ligumia nasuta)
n/a
HP
x x x
tidewater mucket (Leptodea ochracea)
n/a
HP
x x x x
yellow lampmussel (Lampsilis cariosa)
n/a
HP
x x x x
eastern pearlshell (Margaritifera margaritifera) n/a
HP
x x x x x x x
black sandshell (Ligumia recta)
n/a
HP
x x x x x X
* P = Protected, E = Endangered, T = Threatened, HP = High Priority Species of Greatest Conservation Need
List of Potentially Affected Species
•

American eel – Hudson River hydropower projects are currently installing or planning on installing
eel-specific ladders at multiple locations (Federal Dam, Upper Mechanicville) and may eventually
be installed at other locations (Stillwater, Lower Mechanicville). Closure of locks from C2 through
C7 may not negatively impact American eels long-term as eel ladders are installed.

•

Regulated Species - The list of regulated species below occur throughout the Hudson River from
the Federal Dam up to Fort Edward and into the Champlain Canal. Due to their non-migratory life
histories, closure at any lock would not be likely to impact the populations or recreation for these
species; all are managed as catch and release from below C1 (Troy Dam) up to Bakers Falls on
Hudson River (upstream of entrance to land cut section of canal at C7).
o northern pike (Esox lucius)
o chain pickerel (Esox niger)
E-1

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
•

redbreast sunfish (Lepomis auritus)
green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus)
pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus)
bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus)
smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu)
largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides)
black crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus)
yellow perch (Perca flavescens)
walleye (Sander vitreum)
redfin pickerel (Esox americanus americanus)

Known native mussel species within the system - Closure at any of the listed locks could
potentially impact upstream movement of host fish species that transport native mussels during
the larval stage of their life cycle.
o C2 (Mechanicville, NY) – eastern pondmussel (S2/S3)
o C3 (Mechanicville, NY) - eastern pondmussel (S2/S3)
o C4 (Stillwater, NY) - eastern pondmussel (S2/S3)
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APPENDIX F HISTORICAL DATA ON VESSEL USAGE AND
LOCKAGES ON THE CHAMPLAIN CANAL

Appendix: Summary of Champlain Canals Boat Traffic (2014-2021)
June 2022
Data collected by NYS Canal Corporation staff were analyzed to characterize northbound and
southbound boat traffic at selected lock locations during the period 2014-2021.
Total Number of Boats

Figure 1. Total number of boats counted passing four Champlain Canal locks in each direction by month
(2014-2021).
This figure shows that number of boats at Lock C-7 was very high in 2014 and 2015, which was
apparently due to construction barges working in the local area near this lock. Corresponding data are
provided in Table 1.
F-1

This figure also shows that all locks had zero traffic from April through mid-July 2020, and reduced traffic
in 2021, apparently due to the COVID pandemic.
Table 1. Total number of boats counted passing four Champlain Canal locks in each direction by month
(2014-2021).
Lock

C-2

C-7

C-8

C-11

Month
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

North
South
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
5
1
8
11
5
0
0
0
2
1
3
6
1
0
0
0
79
174 78
100 113
0
0
47
22
131 31
69
65
0
0
18
144 254 138 167 161 162
6
106 74
185 82
100 113 61
1
56
148 201 186 171 163 155 41
111 142 209 210 170 178 161 31
88
126 168 163 217 202 144 162 87
162 191 159 211 196 160 107 98
78
89
77
113 77
56
63
78
134 164 165 165 152 133 99
136
234 75
42
70
55
19
21
23
317 123 94
135 90
74
36
64
219 27
24
48
33
0
0
0
228 47
32
47
39
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
5
3
0
0
0
0
2
8
12
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
7
0
0
0
0
280 183 78
85
100
0
0
33
219 135 31
62
54
0
0
11
493 472 124 161 125 144
2
92
426 408 73
102 88
55
0
51
492 397 148 148 137 126 12
83
503 407 171 162 161 133 11
76
517 241 132 183 173 103 118 65
531 245 145 177 159 120 67
71
431 263 54
78
59
36
44
46
489 331 123 134 136 109 71
91
374 102 35
59
39
9
10
16
428 163 88
115 70
48
17
45
66
15
23
44
39
0
0
1
72
20
28
68
38
0
0
0
0
0
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
4
0
1
0
0
68
62
80
86
92
0
0
32
14
18
29
56
58
0
0
9
126 104 115 152 117 136
1
91
53
44
73
86
91
55
1
49
110 126 140 148 131 130
8
82
121 144 167 152 164 133
6
72
108 130 137 175 164 100 121
64
124 151 141 170 156 113 72
70
34
32
53
74
59
39
44
43
97
101 125 125 140 113 70
86
11
20
33
50
35
8
8
11
67
67
83
108 72
46
15
44
2
2
20
46
36
0
0
1
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Boats Per Day

Figure 2. Average number of boats per day in each direction at four Champlain Canal locks (2014-2021).
Boat counts were summed for each month in each year, divided by the number of days in the
month, then averaged across 8 years (including zeros in some years).
This plot shows that there is a distinct seasonal trend in boat traffic, which rises to peak levels JuneAugust for boats travelling North, and July-September for boats travelling South. Corresponding data are
provided in the table below.

Direction
North

South

Lock
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11

4
0.13
0.09
0.04
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.02

5
2.4
3.1
1.7
1.4
1.4
2.1
0.74
0.40

6
4.7
6.7
3.5
3.0
2.8
5.0
1.9
1.4

7
4.7
6.2
3.5
2.9
4.8
6.5
3.9
3.2

Month
8
5.1
6.2
4.0
3.5
5.2
6.1
4.0
3.4

9
2.6
4.2
1.6
1.2
4.8
6.2
3.6
3.2

10
2.2
2.6
0.71
0.33
3.8
3.9
2.0
1.5

11
1.5
0.78
0.45
0.03
1.6
0.94
0.53
0.07

12
0.03
0.03
0.02
0
0.07
0.05
0.04
0
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Figure 3. Average number of boats per day in each direction at four Champlain Canal locks (2014-2021),
with 2014 and 2015 data removed for Lock C-7 because of unusual construction-related boat
traffic.
Boat counts were summed for each month in each year, divided by the number of days in the month,
then averaged across 8 years (including zeros in some years; 6 years only for Lock C-7).
This plot shows the reduction in estimated number of boats per day at Lock C-7 when years with high
bias are removed. Corresponding data are provided in the table below.

Direction
North

South

Lock
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11

4
0.13
0.09
0.04
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.02

5
2.4
3.1
1.7
1.4
1.4
2.1
0.74
0.40

6
4.7
6.7
3.5
3.0
2.8
5.0
1.9
1.4

7
4.7
6.2
3.5
2.9
4.8
6.5
3.9
3.2

Month
8
5.1
6.2
4.0
3.5
5.2
6.1
4.0
3.4

9
2.6
4.2
1.6
1.2
4.8
6.2
3.6
3.2

10
2.2
2.6
0.71
0.33
3.8
3.9
2.0
1.5

11
1.5
0.78
0.45
0.03
1.6
0.94
0.53
0.07

12
0.03
0.03
0.02
0
0.07
0.05
0.04
0
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Figure 4. Average number of boats per day in each direction at four Champlain Canal locks for 20142019, excluding 2020 and 2021 due to impact of the COVID pandemic. These plots also
exclude 2014 and 2015 data for Lock C-7 because of unusual construction-related boat traffic.
Boat counts were summed for each month in each year, divided by the number of days in the month,
then averaged across 6 years (including zeros in some years; 4 years only for Lock C-7).
This plot shows the increase in estimated number of boats per day when the pandemic-influenced years
are removed. Corresponding data are provided in the table below.

Direction
North

South

Lock
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11

4
0.17
0.12
0.06
0.02
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.02

5
2.9
3.9
2.1
1.6
1.7
2.7
0.94
0.49

6
5.7
8.4
4.2
3.5
3.4
6.4
2.2
1.6

7
5.5
7.8
4.2
3.4
5.8
8.3
4.7
3.9

Month
8
5.5
7.3
4.4
3.6
5.8
7.4
4.6
3.8

9
2.7
5.1
1.6
1.1
5.1
7.3
3.9
3.3

10
2.7
3.3
0.84
0.33
4.5
4.9
2.4
1.7

11
2.0
1.04
0.59
0.03
2.2
1.26
0.71
0.09

12
0.04
0.04
0.02
0
0.10
0.07
0.05
0
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Figure 5. Average number of Recreational boats per day in each direction at four Champlain Canal locks
for 2014-2019, excluding 2020 and 2021 due to impact of the COVID pandemic. These plots
also exclude 2014 and 2015 data for Lock C-7 because of unusual construction-related boat
traffic.
Boat counts were summed for each month in each year, divided by the number of days in the month,
then averaged across 6 years (including zeros in some years; 4 years only for Lock C-7). The recreational
boat category includes boats identified with Vessel.Type=="Employee / Retiree", "General Traffic",
"Pleasure", or "Pleasure – No motor".
This plot shows that recreational boats account for most traffic at these four locks, especially at Lock C11. Corresponding data are provided in the table below.
Direction
North

South

Lock
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11

4
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01

5
1.7
1.4
1.6
1.6
0.55
0.42
0.43
0.44

6
4.2
3.6
3.6
3.4
2.0
1.6
1.5
1.5

7
4.4
3.5
3.5
3.3
4.6
3.8
3.9
3.8

Month
8
4.5
3.7
3.7
3.6
4.7
3.6
3.8
3.7

9
1.6
1.0
1.0
1.0
3.9
3.3
3.2
3.3

10
0.5
0.2
0.22
0.24
2.2
1.4
1.6
1.6

11
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.10
0.06
0.07
0.06

12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure 6. Average number of Commercial boats per day in each direction at four Champlain Canal locks
for 2014-2019, excluding 2020 and 2021 due to impact of the COVID pandemic. These plots
also exclude 2014 and 2015 data for Lock C-7 because of unusual construction-related boat
traffic.
Boat counts were summed for each month in each year, divided by the number of days in the month,
then averaged across 6 years (including zeros in some years; 4 years only for Lock C-7). The commercial
boat category excludes boats identified with Vessel.Type=="Employee / Retiree", "General Traffic",
"Pleasure", or "Pleasure – No motor".
This plot shows that commercial boats account for a small proportion of the boat traffic in general, and
the commercial traffic is highest at Lock C-2, and almost non-existent at Lock C-11. There is also less of a
seasonal trend in the commercial traffic. Corresponding data are provided in the table below.
Direction
North

South

Lock
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11

4
0.15
0.14
0.04
0.01
0.07
0.08
0.03
0.01

5
1.2
0.73
0.47
0.06
1.2
0.77
0.51
0.05

6
1.5
1.0
0.60
0.04
1.4
1.0
0.69
0.03

7
1.1
1.1
0.68
0.06
1.1
1.2
0.83
0.11

Month
8
1.0
1.1
0.72
0.08
1.1
1.2
0.82
0.10

9
1.2
0.87
0.61
0.14
1.2
0.92
0.69
0.07

10
2.1
0.94
0.63
0.09
2.3
1.1
0.80
0.12

11
1.9
0.88
0.58
0.02
2.1
1.06
0.64
0.03

12
0.04
0.06
0.02
0
0.10
0.10
0.05
0
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Figure 7. Estimated proportions of boats of different size classes (measured in feet) passing through
each lock in each direction over the May-October season (2014-2019), excluding 2020 and
2021 due to impact of the COVID pandemic. These plots also exclude 2014 and 2015 data for
Lock C-7 because of unusual construction-related boat traffic.
The proportion of boats (of those given lengths) in each length category were estimated for the MayOctober Season and averaged across 6 years (4 years for Lock C-7). Only about 25% of total boat
passages were classified by length, and the percentage varies by year, including some years with no
lengths recorded. Therefore, these estimates are imprecise due to low sample size and may be
inaccurate due to bias in selection of boats that are given lengths. Corresponding data are provided in
the table below.
Lock
C-2
C-7
C-8
C-11

<16ft
0.53%
0.31%
0.42%
0.31%

16-25
22%
4.2%
7.5%
7.0%

Northbound
26-39
40-65
34%
30%
26%
64%
28%
64%
28%
56%

>65 ft
13%
5.6%
0.41%
8.4%

<16
0.35%
0.19%
0.35%
0.21%

16-25
22%
3.3%
5.7%
6.5%

Southbound
26-39
40-65
38%
32%
39%
52%
45%
49%
34%
59%

>65
7.3%
5.1%
0.66%
0.21%
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